


 He is the senior supervisor working under the control of

Sr. DEE/DEE (TrD) and directly responsible for the

maintenance of OHE including the 25 kV feeders and

return feeders from the traction substations to the feeding

posts. He should be fully conversant with the lay-out and

sectioning of OHE in his jurisdiction also the rules and

procedures laid down for efficient maintenance of OHE

and safe working on OHE.



 Supervise the maintenance of installations under his
charge in accordance with the prescribed scheduled, to
keep them fully serviceable and in a state of good repair;

 Plan in advance the requirement of power blocks for
OHE maintenance based on the work to be done in
consultation with his section supervisors and ensure the
completion of the work within the time allotted;

In particular he shall:



 Carry out detailed inspection of OHE under his control by
push-trolley or motor-trolley to cover the entire section once
in 3 months;

 Scrutinize daily the reports on foot-patrol and other defects
on OHE, as well as reports from section supervisors and
Inspection reports of officers and arrange prompt
rectification of defects pointed out and report compliance to
Sr. DEE/DEE/AEE (TrD);

 Check the work by sectional gangs under him to ensure that
quality work is done and that compliance with prescribed
schedules is adhered to;



 Keep the organization for attending to break-downs in
constant readiness to act promptly and expedite restoration
whenever there is a break-down;

 Instruct and train staff under him in the correct methods of
maintenance with special reference to safety precautions;

 Arrange to send his staff for training courses as required;

 Ensure that special testing instruments, tools and equipment
including the OHE Inspection cars and break down vehicles,
provided for maintenance of OHE are properly cared for and
maintained in proper condition.



 Keep a watch on availability of spare parts and stores
required for maintenance of OHE and initiate timely action
to recoup stocks.

 Ensure proper accounting and periodical verification of the
stores and tools under his charge.

 Submit the prescribed periodical returns to DEE/AEE TrD)
and carry out their instructions issued, if any, on the basis
of such returns.

 Keep his superior officers fully informed of each and every
important development and seek their guidance when
required.



 Carry out such other duties as may be allotted to him by
his superior officers.

 Carrying out schedule inspections.





 Maintenance of the OHE and allied installations in his
jurisdiction in accordance with the prescribed schedules.

 Submission of the requirements of power blocks for OHE
maintenance, in co-ordination with parmanent way
maintenance as far as possible, so as to take maximum
advantage of traffic blocks.

The field supervisors In-charge of OHE (JE-OHE)
will be under the SSE (OHE) and each supervisor
will be responsible for the following:



 Detailed Inspection of OHE under his charge by push-
trolley (once in a month) and on foot (once in 6 month).

 Scrutiny of daily foot-patrol and other reports of defects
and take prompt action to remedy the defects brought out.

 Close supervision of the maintenance gang under his
control to ensure a high standard of work and compliance
with prescribed schedules.

 Keeping the organization under his control in readiness to
deal with break-downs;



 Guidance to the maintenance staff for the proper
execution of work in accordance with standing instruction

 Ensuring that tools and equipment under his charge are
properly cared for and maintained In proper condition;

 Keeping watch and taking necessary action to recoup
stores and spares required for his jurisdiction;

 Preparation and submission of periodical reports and
returns to superior officials as laid down.



 Keeping SSE (OHE), AEE (TrD), DEE (TrD) and Sr.
DEE/ (TrD) informed of all important development and
seeking their guidance when required.

 Carrying out any other duties allotted by superior
officials.

 Carrying out schedule inspections.







 Normally foundations are provided for providing

stability of structure carrying OHE equipment.

OHE structures are mainly Mast, TTC and Portals.

These structures are subjected to heavy overturning

moment and considerably low direct load.



IMPLANTATION





● The top of foundation should be 50-100 mm above
the surrounding ground level.

● The length of mast below rail level should be
minimum 1850 mm for regulated OHE and 1750 mm
for un-regulated OHE.

● A 1350 mm embeddment of mast in concrete is
necessary. Wherever necessary, these may be
achieved by providing a super block of length and
width equal to the top dimension of foundation.

● Concrete cushion of 150 mm below the bottom of
mast is also necessary.



The following allowable bearing pressure are
generally adopted for different kinds of soils:

• Average good soil 11000 kg/m2

• New bank and bad soils 5500 kg/m2

• Moorum soil in cuttings 22000 kg/m2

• Dry black cotton soil 16500 kg/m2

• Wet black cotton soil 8000 kg/m2



 Side bearing foundations are used for masts where
the soil bearing capacity is 11,000 or 21,500 Kgf./M2

and 300 mm wide shoulder is available on the bank.

 However for overlap inter masts and masts on the
inside of curves, 550 mm wide shoulder is necessary.



(TYPE-B)



 In case of side bearing foundation both the side as well
the base pressure are supposed to resist the
overturning moment and provide stability of
structures.





Side Bearing Foundation



SIDE BEARING FOUNDATION



 With sufficient shoulder width used on level ground,
cutting and good consolidated embankment.

 Both side as well bottom soil pressure available
≥11000 Kg. /m² and ≥21500Kg. /m²

 Side bearing foundation are of parallelopiped shape
and with their use 50 to 60% volume of concrete is
saved.



 Side gravity foundations may be used for masts

where soil bearing capacity is 8000 and 11000

Kgf./M2, or adequate shoulder width is not available.

No portion of the foundation should be exposed.



( TYPE BG )











OHE Mast

Rail Level

500 mm

Super Block

Standard foundation

Foundation in Slope of Bank



 These foundations are used for independent masts
where soil surrounding the foundations is loose and
cannot exert passive pressure on the foundations.

 G type foundation have been designed for soil bearing
capacity of 5500 , 8000 and 11000 Kgf./M2.

 Pure gravity foundations (Type P) are used for portals
and are designed for soil bearing capacity of 8250 and
11000 Kgf./m2.



PURE GRAVITY FOUNDATION



Pure Gravity Foundation



 These foundations may be used for masts where soil
bearing capacity is 5500, 8000 and 11000 Kgf./M2 or
where adequate shoulder width is not available.

 In such cases, it should be ensured that foundation is
not exposed.







 In black cotton soils. WBC and NBC type of foundations
are used. Primarily WBC foundations are to be adopted
where swelling/shrinkage is not expected to take place at
the founding level and NBC foundations have to be
provided where swelling/shrinkage is expected to occur.

 When in doubt regarding classification of BC soil as to dry
or wet, it is preferable to make NBC type foundation.





Dry Black Cotton Foundation



Black Cotton 
Foundation







https://www.railelectrica.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/Black-Cotton-Soil-Foundation1.png


 The foundation of the black cotton should be done
preferably in dry season i.e. from November to May.
Excavations should be avoided as far as possible in
case of unexpected rains in dry season also.

 In black cotton areas a special type of foundation is
used. The design of such a foundation is based on the
following premise:

• Black cotton soil when loaded in dry condition has a
bearing capacity of 16,500 kg/m2,



• When black cotton soil is wet, It swells and the swelling
pressure may be of the order 16,500 kg/m2, When dry
the soil shrinks and shrinkage cracks may extend to 3 m
below ground level.

 The depth of black cotton soil foundation is therefore
about 3.0 m so that the base of foundation is free from
violent swelling and shrinkage. The foundation is so
designed that the pressure on the base is within 16,500
kg/m2 and is checked for uplift pressure of same
magnitude. In considering the uplift the weight of an
Inverted frustum of a pyramid of earth making an angle of
30 with the vertical is assumed to resist uplift. A typical
black cotton soil foundation is shown in Fig



Notes on use of Sand core Foundation

 Sometimes the overhead equipment foundations are
likely to be disturbed on a new bank due to
settlement of abandoned. In such cases to facilitate
removal adjustment of the mast, sand core
foundations are used.

 In normal case the mast is grouted in the core hole
with M 15 mix of concrete. This makes removal of
mast difficult.



 In sand core foundation, the core hole is filled with
perfectly dry sand and well packed with Bitumen
sealing at the top. For details of sand core foundation
RDSO‟s Drg. No. ETI/C/0012/69 may be referred.

 This type of foundation is not used for portals and
location having bending moment more than 5000 kg.
m. The top of sand core foundation should always be
kept above ground level.



 There are several types of Mast/Portal with different

loading, altered by types of conductor used (copper

or aluminium etc.) and also used in different wind

pressure zones, with different spans and located

inside or outside the curve with the degree of the

curve varying from location to location.



 The structure to be used for the loading at a particular
location has to be decided first before deciding the
foundation which also has many varieties like side
bearing, side gravity, New pure gravity, black cotton
soil foundation, the size depending on the safe
bearing pressure to be adopted based on the site
conditions. If for each one of these types met with,
the calculations have to be done over and over again
by each project and it would consume tremendous
amount of technical man hours.



 Ultimately, the calculations themselves are the result
of many assumptions like the safe bearing pressure
the soil can withstand the type of soil around in
different depth, maximum wind pressure to be
adopted etc. Lot of time and energy could be save if
an employment schedule can be prepared by the
design office. In any case the masts are either rolled to
standard sizes or fabricated from standard sections.
Hence, we can have a series of masts varying in
strength to take the bending moment, each a little
more stronger than the last one so that the one that fits
in best economically can be adopted.



 With this end in view, Employment schedules for
Overhead equipment masts are prepared for standard
conditions for particular wind zones, for single
cantilever overhead equipment, overlap central mast,
overlap or anticreep anchor mast etc. with standard
implantations.



The employment schedule normally contains columns
for type of mast with locations, maximum span in
which it can be used, radius of curvature, versine
maximum, with reverse deflection and the „FBM‟ i.e
Foundation Bending Moment Code. If the location
under consideration fits in with the standard parameters
indicated the FBM can be straight away selected
without going through all the detailed calculations. The
only caution to be exercised being that most economical
mast is selected. If the implantation is different or the
supermast is longer or it carries an isolator and such
other special factors the bending moment calculations
will have to be done.



 A typical employment schedule for overhead
equipment mast (9.5 m) with wind pressure of 150
kg/m2 with copper overhead equipment overlap inter
location with higher implantation in RDSO‟s Drg.
No. ETI/C/0729.

 However, since most of the cases falls under the
standard use of the mast the employment schedule is
very useful in the site engineer/design office not
having to calculate and go through the same set of
calculations over and over again.



 Similarly for foundations also “Volume chart and
Equivalent chart of foundations” are prepared
showing equivalent sizes of foundations for OHE
structure to suit various common loadings for
different soil and site conditions. The chart gives the
foundations bending movement code, direct load,
bending moment, safe soil bearing pressure assumed
and the codes for different foundations like side
bearing, side gravity etc. The dimensions of the
foundations are also given against each code number
of easy setting out at site.



 The foundation bending moment codes(FBM) for each
location are obtained from the mast employment
schedules or by actual calculations. Bearing capacity of
the soil is determined at the outer toe of the bottom of
foundation at a representative number of locations. Where
foundations are placed on the slope of banks due to
increase in setting distance, the bearing capacity of the
soil should be determined on the slope. Bearing capacities
determined thus would be considerably less than those
determined on the top of formation.



 Selection of the type and size of foundation is done
from the volume chart (Drg. No. ETI/C/0058) on the
basis of FBM code, type and bearing capacity of
soil/shoulder width and the extent of projection above
ground level.



 To choose the correct size of fdn. We have to follow a
three digit code system.For standard loc.the code no
can be obtained from the Employment Schedule
supplied by RDSO vide Drg.no.ETI/OHE/G/0015.

 The code is a three digit no.The first no (100th

place)represents the vertical load N tonnes. The next
two digits(10th & 1st ) represents the magnitude of
bending moment.



 For values of vertical load upto 1000kg we take no. 1,
1000 to 2000kg we take no.2, for value above 2000 but
less than 3500kg we take no.3

 The next two digits represents bending moment in
hundreds.

 Example for method of obtaining the code from
loading :-

• At a particular location we have following values

• Vertical load - 2470kg

• Bending Moment-5900KG



 Since the vertical load lies in the rang 2000 to 3500 the
first figure is 3.As bending moment is 5900Kg,the last
two digit will be 59.Therefore the full code no will be
359.

 If the code no arrived (say 359) is not available in the
volume chart, the next higher no available should be
chosen.

 For example in volume chart we have 355 & than 363.



 Muff is an additional concreting done on top of

foundation to prevent accumulation of water around

the mast and thus prevents corrosion of mast at the

foundation level.



Anchor foundations are of two types:

• Anchor foundation In normal soil,

• Anchor foundation in black cotton soil.

 Anchor foundations have been designed for the
above two types of soil irrespective of soil pressure .
Hence the same foundation can be adopted in case of
loose or filled up soil.





Anchor 
Foundation in 
Normal Soil



Anchor Foundation in BC Soil



Dwarf Mast Anchor 



Top Side View of Anchor Foundation



Anchor 
Block H A B Uses

A1 1.00 1.35 0.70 For termination with max tension 800kgf
(For earth wire or Short feeder)

A2 1.00 1.75 0.80 For termination with max tension 1500kgf
(For anticreep wire/longitudinal feeder)

A3 1.00 1.80 1.00 For termination with max tension 2000kgf
(For single regulated OHE)

A4 1.10 2.20 1.00 For termination with max tension 3000kgf
(For single Un- regulated OHE)

Allocation Chart for Anchor Foundation



Allocation in Black Cotton Soil



Type
Of 

Fdn
a1 a2 b1 b2 h1 h2 Max 

Tension Usase

BCA1 0.9 1.5 0.8 1.2 2.3 0.5 1400 Single
anticreep

BCA2 1.3 1.9 0.8 1.15 2.4 0.5 2000 Single 
regulated

BCA3 1.4 2.0 0.8 1.5 2.6 0.5 3000 Single 
unregulated



 Dwarfs mast anchor are used in platforms, as normal
anchors infringe with the movement of staff and
passengers.

 Also this type of anchor is used where the normal
guy-rod infringes with the schedule of dimensions
due to insufficient track canters. Normally,
RSJ(200x150mm) mast of 4.3 m length is used as
dwarf mast.



Railway Bd. Lr.No. 2006/RE/138/4 Dt. 26.02.2010.

• Railway Board has issued instructions to maintain
2.80m implantation.

• OHE mast implantation is arrived as follows
2575+300-75=2800mm with a view of 0.6m
foundation width across the track.

• Certain type of foundations like BG, MG the width is
0.80m, thereby causing clearance problem which works
out to be 2800-400+75=2475 which is less by 100mm.



2575

Foundation width across the track 

300   

2800 

Mast width 

152

Drawing on OHE Mast Implantation







 Different types of structures used to support OHE
are:-
• Broad Flanged Beam (BFB) mast

• Rolled Steel Joist (RSJ) mast

• Fabricated mast ( K-series, B-series etc)

• Two/Three Track Cantilever (TTC)

• Portal (N, O, R, P, G and BFB 6X12)



 OHE conductors are suspended from swiveling
cantilever assembly generally erected on individual
masts.

 The masts for standard applications viz. masts for
single OHE, anti-creep and overlaps should be
selected from the mast employment schedules.





 RSJ of size 203x152 mm (8"x 6") is suitable

for supporting Double OHE. This type of

mast is suitable for resisting both bending

moment and twisting moment. The

approximately weight of mast is

53.30Kg/meter.



 Size is 152x 152 mm, suitable for single OHE

 200x200 mm is suitable for supporting Double
OHE.

 Good for resisting bending moment but weak in
arresting twisting moment.



 BFB Mast

 K-Series Mast



 TTC



PORTAL





DROP ARMS

(BFB & RSJ)

6”x6” BFB drop arm is suitable for single Back to Back 

bracket .

8”x6” RSJ drop arm is suitable for multiple back to back 

brackets.

The above style of drop arms of rolled section helps in 

avoiding bird nesting.   



Separate mast employment schedules have been
made for each wind pressure zone as under:

a) Conventional OHE (65 sq.mm Cd-Cu catenary and  
107sq.mm copper contact wire):

Light wind pressure
(75 kgf/sq.m) 

Drg. No. ET1/C/0702,
Sheet 1 to 5.

Medium wind pressure
(112.5 kgf/W) 

Drg.No.ETI/OHE/G/00153
and 00154, Sheet 1 to 4.

Heavy wind pressure
(150 kgf/sq.m) 

Drg. No. ETI/C/0726, 
Sheets 1 to 4. ETI/C/0727, 0728 and 

0729.



b) Composite OHE (comprising of aluminium alloy catenary
and 107 sq.mm copper contact wire with 1000 kgf tension
in each conductor).

Light wind pressure
(75 kgf/sqm)

Drg.No.ETI/C/0721 Sheet 1 to 4 
&  ETI/C/0722,0723, & 0724.

Medium wind pressure
(112.5 kgf/sq.m)

Drg No.ETI/C/0717Sheet 1 to 4 
& ETI/C/0713,0719 & 0720.



 The mast employment schedules are prepared only
for standard setting distance as given in Drg.
No.ETI/OHE/ G/00111 Sh. 1.

 For higher implantation‟s and other locations like
masts for turnouts, diamond crossings, umbrella
type OHE etc., the load on the mast should be
calculated separately for every location and safety of
the mast checked in accordance with Drg.
No.TI/OHE/G/00141 Sheet 3.

 The permissible bending moments of the masts are
given in Drg. No. ETI/SK/C/122.



 On long (more than 150 m) bridges and within 100
m from their abutments on either side and on
banks where the height of the catenary above
surrounding mean retarding surface is more than
30 m, 25% reduction in wind pressure should not
be taken into consideration. These masts should be
designed for full wind pressure i.e.

• Heavy (red) wind pressure zone - 200 kgf/m2

• Medium (yellow) wind pressure zone - 150 kgf/m2

• Light (green) wind pressure zone - 100 kgf/m2



 The maximum span should be restricted to 54 m
for heavy wind pressure zone and 63 m for
medium wind pressure zone.

 In case of curves on the banks of such bridges,
the span should be 4.5 m less than the max. span
permitted by relevant span and stagger chart, but
should not exceed 54 m for heavy (red) wind
pressure zone and 63 m for medium (yellow)
pressure zone.





 In the yards and sidings when the mast can not be
erected near the track to be equipped, it may be
erected spanning one or two tracks using a two-track
cantilever.

 This is generally used for supporting OHE near
turnouts and cross-overs.

 This arrangement should not be used for supporting
OHE of two main lines. The OHE can be supported
upto a distance of 10.5 m from the upright with this
arrangement.



 On multiple track sections, where adequate track

centres are not available and tracks cannot be

slewed, portals are used.

 Each portal consists of two fabricated uprights and

one fabricated boom consisting of with or without

one central piece and two end pieces.



Three types of portals have been standardized. 

● 'N' type portal for clear spans of 10m – 20 m
o (4 tracks max.),

● '0' type portal for clear spans of 20 m -30 m
o (for 6 tracks max.) and

● 'R‟type portal for clear spans of 30 m -40 m
o (for 8 tracks max.)



Type Size Used 
for Angle size Clear span Lacing Rod 

Diameter

“N” 
Type 450x450mm Four 

Track 65x65x6mm 10 to 20 meter 16mm

“O” 
Type 550x550mm Six 

Track 75x75x8mm 20 to 30 meter 16mm

“R” 
Type 600x600mm Eight 

Track 80x80x8mm 30 to 40 meter 20mm

“P” 
Type 300x300mm Four 

Track 65x65x6mm 10 to 20 meter 16mm

“G” 
Type 250x400mm Six 

Track 75x75x8mm 20 to 30 meter 16mm



 Where the upright of standard portals cannot be
erected, due to limited track centres, 'P' type portal
may be used in place of 'N' type and 'G' type may
be used in place of „O' type.

 The width of upright of these portals is 300 mm for
P-Type and 250 mm for G-Type, as against
450 mm of 'N' type and 550 mm of „O' type
respectively.

 In exceptional cases, BFB uprights of 152 mm
width (Drg. No. ETI/C/0026, Sheet 1) may also be
used with 'N' type portal boom.



 Special BFB portals with 3 legs (Drg. No.
ETI/C/0027. Sheet 1) may also be used in
exceptional cases where normal portals cannot be
used.

 The cantilevers for the extreme tracks are
provided on the uprights of the portals. The
cantilevers for the intermediate tracks are
provided on the drop-arms suspended from the
boom.



 This is used to cover a maximum of 4 tracks with
their multiple overhead equipments, say 8
overhead equipments and return conductors for up
and Down main lines. This is also capable of
carrying anchors on uprights. The maximum
permissible clear span shall not exceed 20.4 m.
This portal can with stand a maximum bending
moment of 8000 kgm at the base.

450



300

 This portal is used for covering 4 tracks with their
multiple overhead equipments say 8 overhead
equipments.

 The maximum clear span permissible is 20.4 m. This
is used where the track centers are very tight. This can
be used in combination with „N‟ type portal. This
portal can withstand a maximum bending moments of
8,000 kgm at the base.



 This will cover 6 tracks with their multiple overhead
equipments (say 12 overhead equipments) and
return conductors for Up and Down main lines. This
is designed to carry anchors on their uprights. The
clear span for this portal shall not exceed 30.50 m.
This portal can withstand a maximum bending
moments of 17,000 kgm at the base.

550



 This is designed to cover 5 tracks, but can carry 6
overhead equipments only. The clear span shall not
exceed 24.6 m. This is a special type of portal and can
be used where the track centres are very minimum and
un-avoidable. For this portal more than one central
piece shall not be used. This is not designed to carry
anchor loads on uprights. This can be used in
combination with „N‟ portal. This can withstand a
maximum bending moment of 8000 kgm at the base.

15
5



250

40
0

 The maximum clear span permissible is 30.5 m.
This is used where the track centers are very tight.
This can be used in combination with „O‟ type
portal. This portal can withstand a maximum
bending moments of 17,000 kgm at the base.

 This portal is used for
covering 6 tracks with their
multiple overhead equipments
say 12 overhead equipments.



 This portal is designed to carry multiple overhead
equipments covering 8 tracks with 2 return
conductors and can carry anchors on the uprights.

 The clear span shall not exceed 36.00 m. This
portal can withstand a maximum bending moments
of 20,000 kgm at the base.

600



 Three upright portal is a non-standard portal

and may be used in yards with tight track

centers only, where the use of standard `N‟ `O‟

& `R‟type portals is not possible.



 In yards where un-regulated-regulated OHE is

used head span may also be used to cover

more than 6 tracks. Standard head span

arrangement is given in Drg. No.

ETI/OHE/G/03201. The head span

arrangements are not used normally.



 Inspite of the care taken in design and erection, OHE
masts do sometimes get out of plumb.

 This occurs largely on embankments, due to erosion
of earthwork on the outer side of the mast on
account of poor drainage or excavations in the
vicinity or due to sinking of foundations on new
embankments.



 OHE maintenance staff should, during patrolling
and inspection, make a particular check of the
condition of earthwork around foundations of masts
on embankments.

 If the earthwork has been or is likely to be eroded
away, the engineering department should be
approached to strengthen the embankment.





 Masts are arranged as far as possible in the same

line parallel to the track and transverse to the

track. Normally, no structure is to be located

between any of the running tracks.



 Masts may be fitted with bracket assemblies on

both sides to serve adjacent tracks, if the

overhead equipments belong to the same

elementary section.



Masts serving track of different elementary
sections should not normally be located between
them and in the same line. If two masts serve
tracks belonging to two different elementary
sections and are located between them, the masts
should normally be staggered by 9 m, though a
minimum stagger of 4.5 m is permissible in
exceptional cases.

FIG.3.6.1(i)

9.0 m 9.0 m

C OF TRACKL

OF TRACKLC



 If one of the masts mentioned is an anchor mast,

and the anchor falls between the two masts, they

should be staggered by 13.5 m minimum.



 If both the masts mentioned are anchor masts and

both anchors fall between the masts, they should

be staggered by 18 m



 If one of the masts is an anchor mast and the
anchor falls away from the masts and the out-of
run equipment runs close to the second mast, the
spacing of masts should be such that sufficient
working clearance is available between the
overhead equipment and the second mast. Cut in
insulators or special anchor arrangements may be
adopted in special cases



 If masts are located on both sides of a track,
they shall be staggered by 4.5 m



Masts for turnouts and diamond crossing should
be located at the theoretical centre.

 If unavoidable, 2 metres is the permissible
displacement on either side of the theoretical
centre of turnout.



 Masts should generally be located and designed to
permit wiring of unwired loops and extension of
electrification in yards and sidings, in future,
conveniently.

 Wherever such provisions is made, future wire-
runs should be shown in dotted lines on the layout
plans to ensure selection of correct type of masts
and foundations.



 Masts with counterweights should be avoided
on platforms.

 Masts shall not be located opposite to trolley
refuges, close to culverts, subways and on
bridges of length less than 50 m.

 Masts shall not be located in front of station
entrances.



 No masts shall be located beyond a signal post at a

distance less than 10 m. In case the OHE mast is

located In the front of the signal the distance

between the OHE mast and signal post should not

be less than 30m.

30m (min.) 10m (min.)



 Sections having more than two tracks – Independent
structures shall be provided if adequate track centers
are available or if tracks can be slewed to obtain
adequate track centre.

 Where adequate track centre is not available, portals
will normally be used and they must be located in such
a way as to facilitate provision of drop arms and
bracket assemblies.



 Masts must be located sufficiently far away from level
crossings and back of abutments of bridges. The
distance between the structure and the border of the
level crossings/abutment should not be less than 10 m.

 In case of bad formations, if it is possible to locate the
structures on either side of a track, preference must be
given to the side with better stability.



 In the case of lined tunnels stubs for supporting
overhead equipment cantilever assembly should be
provided on both sides of the tunnel, opposite to
each other. This would facilitate restoration of
overhead equipment in the event of damage to stubs
on one side.



 Core holes for erecting structures on bridges
must be provided on both sides of all piers. Holes
on piers which are not used for foundation must
be filled with dry sand and covered by a slab.







Phase II - Module No. STC-TrD-2



Phase II - Module No. STC-TrD-2

 It is an Insulated swiveling type structural member,

comprising of different sizes of steel tubes, to support

and to keep the overhead catenary system in position

so as to facilitate current collection by the pantograph

at all speed without infringing the structural members.
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It consists of the following structural members.

i) Stay arm

STAY ARM• It comprises of dia.

28.4/33.7 mm (Small)

size tube and an

adjuster at the end to

keep the bracket tube
in position. It is
insulated from mast by
stay arm insulator.



Phase II - Module No. STC-TrD-2

ii) Bracket tube

• It comprises of dia.

40/49 mm (large) or

dia. 30/38 mm

(standard) bracket

tube and Insulated by
bracket insulator.
Catenary is supported
from this member by
catenary suspension
bracket and catenary
suspension clamp.

BRACKET TUBE
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iii) Register Arm 

• It comprises of dia. 28.4 x 33.7 mm tube to register the
contact wire in the desired position with the help of
steady arm.

REGISTER ARM
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iv) Steady arm assembly

• It is 32 x 31 mm BFB section made of aluminium-
alloy to register the contact wire to the required stagger
and to take the push up of contact wire. It is always in
tension.

STEADY ARM
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1) Mast fitting for stay tube

2) Mast fitting for bracket tube

3) Stay tube insulator

4) Bracket tube insulator

5) Stay tube

6) Stay tube adjuster

7) Adjuster sleeve
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8)  Catenary suspension clamp

9) Catenary suspension bracket

10) Register arm

11) Bracket tube

12) Register arm hook

13) Register arm dropper (7mm)

14) Register arm dropper clip 

Contd…..
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15) Steady arm hook

16) Normal steady arm

17) Steady arm swivel

18) Anti-wind clamp

19) Contact wire swivel clip

Contd…..
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 Overhead equipment is supported from the masts by
cantilever bracket assembly made of galvanized steel
tubes. The bracket assembly shall be of the swiveling type.

 Depending upon the suspension distance, the size of
bracket tube i.e standard or large to be used is selected
form relevant employment schedule. Size of stay arm tube
and register arm tube, which are designated as small tubes,
is same for all locations.

 The arrangement of cantilever depends upon the height of
contact wire, encumbrance, suspension distance, stagger
and super elevations.
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 The bracket assembly shall be such as to permit easy

adjustment of the whole equipment after erection to

cater for displacement of track during maintenance to

the extent of 100 mm on either side of the track centre.
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 It shall be ensured at the time of selection of bracket

assembly that the free length of the bracket tube

beyond the catenary suspension bracket fitting is at

least 150 mm to facilitate future adjustment.
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 The selection of stay tube at any location shall be such that its
adjuster is free for adjustment of minimum 90 mm in either
direction.

 In case of curve track when the rail level is raised or the super
elevation is changed due to strengthening of track structure, the
pantograph axis will be shifted. If this shift is not within the
possible adjustment limit of bracket assembly as specified
above, new cantilever may have to be provided taking care that
at no stage the contact wire is beyond the specified stagger.
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 The size of stay tube and register arm tube is 28.4/3 3.7

mm dia. for all cantilever arrangements. The size of

bracket tube is either 30/38 mm or 40/49 mm designated

as standard or large respectively depending upon the

location.
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 More than one cantilevers (on the same side) are provided

on the masts for overlap, turnouts, cross over and diamond

crossings. The cantilever may be symmetrical (50 cm on

either side of the mast) or asymmetrical (65 cm on one

side and 35 cm on the other side of the mast).
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Note: (i) Adoption of more than three bracket assembly is not
possible on a single cross-arm.

(ii) Cantilever assemblies can be provided on both sides
of the mast, if the OHE of the two tracks are of the
same elementary section. This is called 'Umbrella'
construction.
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ARRANGEMENT OF OHE WITH 

THREE CANTILEVER ASSEMBLY
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UMBRELLA TYPE ARRANGEMENT 
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 On portals, bracket assembly for the intermediate

track(s) is erected on drop arms. Wherever the track

centre is inadequate (i.e. suspension distance less than

1.60 m), the equipment should be supported on drop

arm of reduced length so that the bracket assembly does

not infringe with the swept zone of pantographs.
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DOUBLE CANTILEVER ARRANGEMENT ON DROP ARM
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Special BOX type Cantilever may be provided if track 
clearance is less than 4.2m.
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 Bracket assembly of special design may be adopted on 

bridges and tunnels after making clearance study.
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 Bracket assembly can be designed upto suspension

distance of 3.5 m only. If the suspension distance is

more, bracket chair of 1.30m or 2.60m shall be used.
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 In polluted areas, e.g. tunnels, areas near sea coast,
neighbour hood of chemical / fertilizer / cement plants,
near steam loco sheds, ash pits, water columns etc. long
creepage path (1050 mm) insulators should be used-on the
cantilever assemblies.

 Silicon composite insulators with creepage distance up to
1600 mm can be used at such locations.
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 The 25 kV ac overhead equipment (OHE) consists of hard
drawn grooved copper contact wire suspended from
cadmium copper catenary wire by means of solid hard
drawn copper dropper wires.

 The tension in OHE conductors and thereby the sag depend
upon the temperature of the conductors when the OHE is
un-regulated i.e. fixed termination of conductors is
adopted. In such case the contact wire will sag or hog
depending upon higher or lower temperatures. This in turn
will deteriorate the current collection performance of OHE
& pantograph.



 In order to improve current collection performance it
is essential to keep the tension in OHE conductors
constant, irrespective of expansion of OHE
conductors at higher temperatures and contraction at
lower temperatures. It, therefore, becomes essential
to make the OHE regulated by installing the
Regulating Equipments or Auto-Tensioning Devices
(ATD) at termination of OHE conductors.



WINCH TYPE ATD



Regulating Equipment
3-PULLY TYPE ATD 





 With regulated overhead equipment every tension
length is equipped with an auto-tensioning device at
each end and an anti-creep located approximately
midway between the tensioning devices. The
distance between the anti-creep and anchor
mast/structure on either side is limited to 750 m for
copper conventional OHE or 15 supporting
structures.



 Half tension length of regulated overhead equipment,
not greater than 750 m between anchorages may also
be adopted where necessary. The equipment is fixed
at one end and provided with an automatic tensioning
device at the other, the fixed end being determined to
suit convenience of erection.

 The half tension length on either side of neutral
section should not exceed 600 m when whole or part
of it is located on curve. The distance of the axis of a
4-span insulated overlap from anti-creep/ fixed
termination on either side shall not exceed 600 m.



Principle of Regulating Equipment
Auto-Tensioning Device

Ratio of regulating equipment 
= Total Tension in OHE conductor  (T1 + T2) in kgf

Counter weight (kg)
Where, 

T1 = Tension in Contact wire 

T2 = Tension in Catenary wire 

• Since the counter weight is always one-third or one-fifth,
(depending upon 3:1 ratio or 5:1 ration ATD) of total tension
in OHE conductors, the tension in OHE conductors will
remain constant at all temperatures.



 When 25 kV ac 50 Hz single phase system of
electrification was introduced on Indian Railways 5:1
Ratio pulley block type regulating equipment
consisting of 5 pulleys was adopted.

 This was replaced by 5:1 ratio winch type regulating
equipment in order to reduce the cost as well as to
increase sensitivity. Problems of over-riding of rope
and cutting of helical grooves were experienced with
winch type regulating equipment. This leads to its
malfunctioning.



 In order to overcome the problems of over riding

of rope on helical grooves of drum of winch type

regulating equipment, 3:1 ratio (three pulley type)

regulating equipment has now been designed and

adopted by Indian Railways. This has a

mechanical advantage of 3 as against 5 with 5:1

ratio pulley block type and winch type regulating

equipment.



 Later on, in the year 1999, 250mm diameter pulley

were introduced instead of 140mm diameter

pulleys in 3:1 ratio (three pulley type) regulating

equipment. In this arrangement, length of wire rope

has been increased from 7m to 8m and distance at

normal temperature between movable pulley and

axes of fixed pulley adjacent to movable pulley has

also been increased from 1050mm to 1300mm.



 The 3:1 ratio regulating equipment basically
consists of three pulleys, the stainless steel wire
rope, counter weights and associated fittings. The
three pulleys are in the same vertical plane. Two
pulleys, at a given distance apart, are fixed to the
mast/structure through pulley arms and associated
fittings. The third pulley connected to OHE
through pulley arms and associated fittings is
movable.



 With the increase or decrease of temperature, the
OHE conductors expand or contract. The third pulley
connected to OHE moves towards anchor mast or
away from anchor mast depending upon expansion or
contraction of OHE conductors.

 One end of stainless steel (SS) wire rope is connected
to pulley arms of movable pulley through stainless
steel wire rope end fitting. The wire rope is then
passed one round each of the pulleys and the other
end is then attached to counter weights through
associated fittings.



 In order to avoid falling of OHE on ground in the

event of breakage of stainless steel wire rope, the

arrangement of anti falling device has been

incorporated, which has been modified in 3:1 ratio

three pulley type modified regulating equipment, by

extending length of tie rod and connecting it to

another mast anchor fitting below the existing mast

anchor fitting, to prevent the falling of OHE in the

event of breakage of eye & clevis.



 For better rope life, the groove radius of the pulley has

been modified and the groove radius is now 4.65 +

0.1mm instead of 6.3mm as per the requirement of

standards and revised spec. no. TI/SPC/OHE/ATD/0060

has been issued in Aug 2006.



1. There are three types of regulating
equipment in use at present viz. The winch
type, pulley block type and 3 pulley type. With all
the three types of equipment the chief task of
maintenance is to ensure that the counter weight is
free to move up and down in the guides without any
chafing or obstruction. If the movement of the
counterweight is obstructed, the tension of the OHE
will not be correctly regulated resulting in poor
current collection.



 With the increase of the temperature the OHE
conductor expand and the movable pulley moves
towards the anchor mast / structure causing slackness
in the wire rope which is finally taken up by counter
weights (suspended at the other end of wire rope)
which travel down-wards. With the decrease in
temperature, the OHE conductors contract thereby the
movable pulley moves away from anchor
mast/structure causing the counter weights to travel
upwards.



 The extent of movement of counter weight depends upon the
expansion or contraction of OHE conductors and the ratio of
regulating equipment used. The details can be worked out as
follows.

 The expansion or contraction of OHE conductors is given by
the formula :

1 = L  (1 - 2) x 1000 mm
where,
1 = Expansion or contraction of OHE conductors in mm.
L = Tension length between anchor/anti-creep anchor to balance

weight anchor in m.
2 = Final temperature in C .
1 = Normal temperature in C = 35C.
 = Co-efficient of linear expansion of conductors per C.



 Distance moved down or up by counter weights due

to expansion or contraction of OHE conductors is

given by following formula:

m = R x 1 mm

where,

m = Distance moved by counter weight in mm.

R = Ratio of regulating equipment.



Let the distance at normal temperature between axes of fixed
pulley and movable pulley be 1300 mm (as in case of 3:1 ratio
regulating equipment) and the corresponding distance between
bottom of counter weight and top of muff be 2300mm (as in case
of 3:1 ratio regulating equipment) then the X-Y values of
regulating equipment for various temperatures and tension
lengths can be worked out as follows.
X = distance between axes of fixed pulley and movable pulley

in mm
= 1300 + 1 mm

X = distance between bottom of counter-weight and top of
muff in mm.

= 2300+ m mm



Illustration
• Consider conventional copper OHE provided with 

3:1 ratio regulating equipment :
Let,

L    =  750 m
1 =  35C
2 = 25C
 =  17 x 10-6 / C for copper.

• Then 1 = 750x17x10-6 x(25-35)x1000 mm = -127.5 mm.
X    = 1300 - 127.5

=  1172.5 mm, say 1173 mm and 
Y     =  2300 + 3 x 127.5 mm

=  2682.5 mm, say 2683 mm.



• In this way the X-Y chart covering the range of

temperatures from 0C to 65C and for various

tension lengths can be worked out.





 In the early stage of electrification, Stainless steel

wire ropes used with the regulating equipment were

procured from France and Belgium as per their own

specification. In the year 1971, RE prepared the

specification no.RE/OHE/14(11/71).



 The material of wire specified for manufacturing of
SS wire rope was any of the grade of steel of BS:970
Part-4 (latest version) viz .

(i) Unstablised austentic chromium nickel steel

(ii) Stabilised austentic chromium nickel steel

(iii) Austentic chromium nickel molybdenum .

 The tensile strength of each wire was kept as 180
kgf/sqmm and total breaking load was 4300 kgf.



 In order to reduce the failures due to ageing effect,

stress corrosion on account of residual stress and

alpha martensite formation etc. the specification was

revised deleting the use of unstabilised austentic

chromium nickel steel and new specification no.

ETI/OHE/14(7/83) was framed in 1983. The

minimum UTS prescribed was (180+10) kgf/sqmm

and breaking load was retained viz. 4300 kgf

(minimum).



 In the specification No.ETI/OHE/14(7/86) of SS wire
rope, tensile strength was reduced from 180 kgf to 160
kgf minimum and breaking load to 3800kgf minimum
and grade of stainless steel was changed to 316.

 Therefore, in the specification no.ETI/OHE/14(9/94),
tensile strength brought down to 135-155 kgf/sqmm
as against original 160 kgf/sqmm and breaking load
was reduced to 3470+240 kgf. With reduced tensile
strength, the failures due to stress corrosion got
reduced, however, there was increase in failures in
tensile mode.



 In the year 1999, RDSO increased the breaking load
to 4200 kgf in order to reduce the failures of SS wire
ropes due to inadequate breaking load by increasing
cross sectional area and modifying construction of
wire rope as per A&C slip no.3 of spec no.
ETI/OHE/ 14(9/94). In the year Aug 1999,
introduction of Nylon core in place of WSC core and
endurance test was also incorporated in the
specification.



 Thereafter, RDSO conducted indepth study of SS wire
rope failures of various specification and conducted
endurance test on these samples and after detailed
deliberation issued revised specification no.
TI/SPC/OHE/WR/1060 for SS wire rope in June
2006, where in the breaking load has been increased
to 4350kgf and tensile strength of the wire has been
increased to 180kg/sq. mm. In addition, soft fibre
(Jute) core has been adopted and lubrication both
during stranding and closing has been incorporated in
the specification.





9.0 + 0.05, - 0.0

5.5 + 0.22

- 0.55











 During yearly maintenance of the pulley block type
of equipment dimension „X‟ (i.e. the distance
between the centre's of the movable and fixed
pulleys) and „Y‟ (i.e. the distance between the
bottom of the counterweight and the top of the
muffing) should be checked against prescribed
values and adjusted as required according to the
tension length of the OHE and prevailing
temperature.



 Small adjustment can be effected by using the
adjusters provided. In the event of appreciable
stretching of the contact and catenary wires,
particularly a few months after installation, it will be
necessary to cut small lengths of contact and
catenary wires at the terminations to get correct
alignment and adjustment.

 In the winch type equipment, corresponding to
dimension „X‟in the pulley block type dimension „Z‟
i.e. the distance between the centres of the movable
pulley and the winch drum is required to be
measured.



 To facilitate checking, the position of the bottom of
the counterweight corresponding to the lowest and
highest temperature should be marked on the masts
by means of black bands of width 20mm. The
position of the counterweight at ambient
temperature of 35 C degree C may be marked by a
red band which can be seen during trolley
inspection readily. The bottom of counter weight
should coincide with the band mark.



The usual defects to be looked for in the pulley block type
of equipment are -

a) damage to pulley grooves by the stainless steel rope
due to misalignment of the equipment and the catenary
wire being not vertically above the contact wire at the
termination,

b) seizing of the needle bearings due to drying up of
lubricant and consequent jamming of the pulleys. This
can be checked by pushing up the counter weight and
allowing it to descend due to its own weight;



c) jamming of guide pulley due to lack of lubrication
and consequent grooving of the pulley.

d) damage to neoprene washers provided between
pulleys resulting in ingress of dirt and water into the
needle bearings;

e) bent sliding rods obstructing the movement of the
movable pulley;

f) blocking of grease nipples.



 These defects except for replacement of the guide
pulley and attention to blocked grease nipples are not
capable of being attended to in-situ. The complete
equipment should be replaced with a spare one and
the removed equipment taken to the workshop for
attention.

 The main pulley and guide pulley bearings of the
pulley block type equipment should be lubricated
using approved type of grease which will be able to
withstand 60 C without drying.



 Another important check required for the pulley block
type equipment is to see that that the stop nuts provided at
the end of the guide rods are intact. These are provided to
prevent the movable pulley coming off the guide rods in
the event of breakage of the stainless steel rope.

The common defects to be looked for in the winch type
equipment are:

a) Over-riding of stainless steel rope and grazing of grooves,

b) Breakage of strands of stainless steel wire rope,

c) Seizure of pulley bearing,

d) Tilting of anti failing device.



 Stainless steel ropes should be examined periodically
with a magnifying glass for pitting and other signs of
corrosion.

 Regulating equipments should be checked periodically
for free movement with the help of a spring balance. If
pull required for a visible movement of counter-weight
exceeds 10kgf, the regulating equipment should be
overhauled.

 Whenever a panto/ OHE entanglement takes place the
regulating equipments of all the concerned OHEs should
be checked thoroughly, particularly if any of them was
overhauled more than two years earlier.



 During overhaul of regulating equipment special
attention should be paid to the shape and dimensions
of the winch frame arms (right and left) as they have
a direct influence on the angle of incidence of the
stainless steel wire rope on the winch drum.

 All seals should invariably be replaced during
periodical overhaul unless their condition is found to
be good enough to work satisfactorily for another
four years.
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 Through checking of SS Wire Rope must be done
using magnifying glass for loose wire/strands,
broken wires/strands, rusting, pitting/corrosion and
bird caging. If any thing found abnormal it must be
replaced with new one immediately.

BROKEN STRANDS

CAGING AT BEND
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• The bearings must be replaced after each POH with a 
new bearing of NBC 6305 LLU or SKF 6305 2RS1



 X Value must be measured carefully & if there is
difference with the value as per temperature chart must
be adjusted either by adjuster or cutting the wire.





 „Y‟ Value must not be

abnormally high or low.

It must be as per

temperature marking.
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10 kg

Check the movement of counter weight by 
applying a force of 10kg.
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SS Wire rope must not ride on the drum



Broken strands of SS rope



Equalizing Plate must not be in tilted condition 

TILTED EQUILIZING PLATE



STRAIGHT EQUILIZING PLATE



Anti falling rod must have washer at ends

Anti falling rod must have sleeve as per calculation



Check the guide tube for 
straightness.

Check the eye ring of 
counter weight.



Anti falling device must be straight





(i) Check 'X' and 'Y' dimensions in the case of
pulley block type equipment and 'Z' and 'Y'
dimensions in the case of winch type equipment
against prescribed values for the temperature at
the time of checking. Make use of turn-buckles
to adjust as required.

(ii) Check that the compensating plate is vertical. If
not, adjust as required.

(iii) Lubricate pulleys and other moving parts.



(iv) Check if 20mm wide bands in black colour are
painted on the mast to indicate upper and lower
limits of movement of counter weight.

(v) Check condition of stainless steel wire rope for
any signs of corrosion and breakage of strands.

(vi) Check condition of grooves on the drum of
winch type regulating equipment.



• The regulating equipment should be dismantled and every
part should be cleaned. Bearings should be fitted back after
lubricating. Rubber washers/rings should be replaced where
necessary. Any grazing or rubbing on pulleys should either
be repaired if possible or the damaged equipment should be
replaced. All lubricating holes should be free for passage of
grease. The stainless steel rope should be closely examined
for damage to the strands. Particular attention should be
given to the end fittings on the stainless steel rope. Only
approved type of lubricant should be used for regulating
equipment components.
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 A device installed in the contact wire for

insulating two elementary electrical sections from

each other while providing a continuous path for

the pantograph without break of current.



D I G I T A L   I N D I A

1. Catenary Wire
2. Catenary Clip
3. Catenary Ending Clamp
4. 9 Tonne Insulator

5. PG Clamp 6170
6. Trailing Grip
7. Runner
8. Core Insulator

9. Adjustable Dropper
10. Cross Beam
11. Facing Grip
12. Contact Wire
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 Section insulators are provided to insulate the OHE of
one elementary section from the OHE of the adjacent
elementary section such as at cross-overs.

 When the pantograph of a locomotive passes from one
track to another along a cross-over/turnout, current
collection changes from one OHE to other and therefore
the runners of the section insulators overlap with
contact wire so that there is no arcing.



D I G I T A L   I N D I A

 On double line sections with runners trailing, the section

insulator assembly using porcelain insulators are fit for

speeds upto 120 km/h provided it is installed between the

first one-tenth and one - third of the span. In case the

runners of the section insulator assembly are in the facing

direction or it is not installed within the first one third of

the span, the speed should be restricted to 80 km/h.
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1. Standard sectioning insulator

2. 9-tonne insulator assembly

3. Ending clamp catenary

4. Catenary dropper clip 

5. Dropper link 

6. Section insulator adjustabledropper (top) 

7. Section insulator variabledropper (type-i) 

8. Section insulator variabledropper (type-ii) 

9. Parallel clamp for doublecontact wire 

10. Section insulator double strappart

11. Section insulator saddle pin 

Elevation

Plan
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 Section Insulators assembly is used to provide electrical
isolation between two elementary sections which are
otherwise continuous.

 They are used mainly on cross overs, diamond crossings
and turnouts for loops and sidings to isolate section from
main line.

 They may be used on main lines to form neutral sections in
heavily graded sections, suburban sections and at
inspection pits on secondary lines as well as lines for sheds
for maintenance and inspection.
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 The assembly comprises of a strain insulator with two runners
connected to one of contact wires. The bottom of the runners
is at the same height as the contact wire on the other side, and
so shaped as to allow a smooth passage of the pantograph
underneath it.

 The two runners overlap with the contact wire on the other side
for a short length to ensure that there is no interruption in the
current drawn by the locomotives as it passes underneath the
section insulator.

 The flexibility of the OHE is reduced where a section insulator
assembly is provided.
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a) The weight of the section insulator should be fully taken
up by the droppers so that the runners are at the same
height as the adjacent contact wires both longitudinally
and transversely. Fasteners are provided, at both the
contact wire ending clamps, at the ends of the contact wire
and link assembly and section insulator cross beam
assembly, for effecting the adjustment accurately. When
correctly adjusted, there should be no sparking when a
pantograph negotiates it.

The essential points to be checked during periodical
maintenance are as under-
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The runners if bent or damaged should be either replaced
or straightened out. The runners as well as the contact
wire should be smoothened by filling off globules of
copper which might have formed due to arcing. The
distance between the contact wire and the runner on either
side should be not less than 220 mm.

(b) The termination of the contact wire anchoring at both
ends should be checked and the stainless steel studs of the
contact wire ending clamps tightened properly.
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(c) As the section insulator is located in the centre line of the
track it is particularly subject to heavy smoke pollution.
The deposition of smoke on the insulator, if allowed to
accumulate, can easily cause enough leakage to render an
adjacent section live even after it has been isolated. The
periodicity of cleaning and application of silicone grease
should be decided based on the extent of smoke pollution.

(d) The PG clamps holding the stiffeners at both ends should
be checked to ensure that the stiffeners do not work loose.



D I G I T A L   I N D I A

i) At location of section insulator, the axial distance between
the catenary and contact wire shall not be less than 450
mm in the case of single-wire section insulator and 600
mm in the case of a double wire section insulator without
increasing the encumbrance at the supports beyond 1.40 m.

Sectional insulators should be so located that the following
conditions are fulfilled.
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ii) The section insulator is to be located beyond the point
where the centre distance between the two tracks is equal
to or more than 1.65 m. If the section insulator is erected
with the free ends of the runners away from the centre of
the turnout this distance may be reduced to 1.45 m.

iii) The stagger of the contact wire at the location of the
section insulator should normally be zero, but in no case
should it exceed ±100 mm.

iv) On loops, the section insulator shall, as far as possible, be
located close to the first support of the overhead
equipment for the loop.



D I G I T A L   I N D I A

v) The preferred location of section insulator on main
running track is 2 to 10 m from the support in the
direction of traffic, though its provision on the main line
should be avoided.

vi) In double line section, the runners should be in the
trailing direction.
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Free Ends Away from Turn Out

1.45M
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1.65M

Free Ends Towards Turn Out
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 On double line sections, with runners trailing, the
section insulator assembly using porcelain sectioning
Insulators are fit for speeds upto 120km/h provided it
is installed within the first one-tenth and one-third of
the span.

 In case the runners of the section insulator are facing
or it is not installed within first 1/3rd of the span the
speed should be restricted to 80 km/h.
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Speed Potential of Section Insulator

Direction of Traffic
1/10 Span < d < 1/3 Span

120 KMPH

d
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Direction of Traffic

1/10 Span < d < 1/3 Span

80 KMPH

d

Speed Potential of Section Insulator
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Direction of Traffic

80 KMPH

d

d > 1/3 Span

Speed Potential of Section Insulator
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120 kmph

(i) d < 1/3 of span

80 kmph

(iii) d > 1/3 of span(ii) d < 1/3 of span

80 kmph

d d
d

Speed Potential of Section Insulator
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 The Span length should not be more than 54 M.

 The sag of SI should be zero.

 Weight of Section Insulator about 55 kgs.

 Thickness of runner -10mm.

 Distance between runner 460mm.
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 Distance from / support for installation of Section
Insulator assembly is marked on the track.

 The marked point is taken with the help of plumb
bob to the catenary wire and centre for 9-tonne (cut
in insulator) is decided.

 Catenary wire is cut for a length equal to the
insulator length plus catenary ending cones and
then 9-tonne cut in insulator is installed.



D I G I T A L   I N D I A

 From the centre of 9 tonne cut in insulator, 1.325 m
mark is given in facing side of the section insulator
assembly and 0.375 m in trailing side.

 After fixing the runner with anchors clamps at both
ends, section insulator assembly is supported by
adjustable droppers.

 After adjustment contact wire is cut leaving 5 cm
each side of the anchor clamps for bend.



D I G I T A L   I N D I A

 Check the runners of section insulator assembly are at
the same horizontal plane by spirit level, if not, the level
should be adjusted by adjustable droppers.

 Measure the sag at section insulator assembly, it should
be zero. If not, adjust by adjustable dropper of section
insulator assembly.

 Re-dropping of OHE span to be done, if required.



D I G I T A L   I N D I A

 Check contact wire facing and trailing grips of section
insulator assembly and ensure that any slipping of
contact wire has not taken place.

 Check for hit marks at contact wire facing and trailing
grips. Adjustment should be done if required.



D I G I T A L   I N D I A

 As per the instructions section insulators Assembly is to be
adjusted to cope up the high Speed requirements.

 The section insulator should be kept in the Level.

 Minimum mechanical clearance of 9 tone insulator and solid
core sectioning insulator must be 35Omm.

 This can be obtained through adjustment of encumbrance of
OHE at both side supports of Section insulator assembly or by
giving an additional support near section insulator assembly.



D I G I T A L   I N D I A

 The section insulator assembly should be adjusted/
checked adopting the following sequence:-

 Check the level of the section insulator assembly.

 Adjustment of level of contact wire at facing end
clamp of sectioning insulator.

 Adjustment of runners at trailing end.



D I G I T A L   I N D I A

• This can be done/checked by placing a spirit level on
top of the cross beam and Contact wire-end support
fitting of sectioning insulator and adjustment done by
the studs provided to cross beam and contact wire end
support fitting .

• Adjust the level of contact wire clamp at an angle of
5° to 10° horizontal.

• This can be checked/done by adjusting the Stud
provided for this purpose.

 Check the level of the section insulator assembly



D I G I T A L   I N D I A

 Adjustment of level of contact wire at facing end
clamp of sectioning insulator

• This can be done by the studs provided on the
brackets. The contact wire level will be slightly higher
than the level of runner at trailing end and slightly
lower than level of runners at facing end.

• This will make the pantograph glide from contact wire
to runners smoothly.



D I G I T A L   I N D I A

 Adjustment of runners at trailing end

• Hold a long spirit level touching Contact wire and
both the runners at trailing end.

• Adjust both the runners (by the studs provided at cross
beam) level with Contact wire. This adjustment is final
and will allow the pantograph to glide from runners to
Contact wire without any hit/jerk.

• The clearance between runners and Contact wire at
trailing end of 230 mm. shall maintained.



D I G I T A L   I N D I A





 It is a manually operated switch capable of

isolating the smallest section of OHE network

either for attending faults or for maintenance.



 Manually operated isolator switches are
provided at different points on the main line to
sectionalize the OHE into elementary sections
and at large yards to isolate different elementary
sections for maintenance of the OHE

 The operating handle of every isolator switch
shall always be kept locked either in the open or
closed position.



 Operation of Isolator for fault isolation or
maintenance

UP LINE

DN LINE
PLATFORM

PLATFORM

LOOP LINE

STABLING LINE
DEAD 
ENDSection Insulator

ISOLATOR

Normal  Condition Abnormal  Condition



 An isolator switch is not meant for breaking a
current, but only to break a circuit when no current
is passing through it. If an attempt is made to open a
switch when It is actually carrying current, severe
arcing will occur at the switch contacts and may
result in serious consequences including danger to
the operator.

 Isolator switches on the main line may only be
opened provided the corresponding sub-sector is
first made dead by TPC.



 The person operating the isolator switch shall not open it,
unless specifically asked to do so by TPC by a clear
message supported by a private number or after receipt of a
separate permit-to-work for the section which includes the
elementary sections on either the isolator switch.

 TPC shall ensure that the sub-sector is dead before he
orders opening of an Isolator switch in it.

 Isolator switches, however, can be closed by a duly
authorised person even if the adjacent lnterruptors are
closed (i.e. on load) provided the closure is made swiftly in
one motion. It is imperative that once the fixed and moving
contacts have met, the contacts are not separated.



 Isolator switches provided for isolating sidings

and yards and also to feed OHE inside running

sheds, may be opened provided the official

concerned makes it certain that –

i. The entire section is visible; and

ii. There is no locomotive with raised pantograph
in the section.



 Isolators blades being fully in and for signs of
sparking or overheating of isolators.

 Conditions of locking arrangement.

 Check for number plate.

 Check for structure bond.

 Check soundness of earth connections.



 Check number plates for cleanliness and security.

 Check correctness of operation, alignment of contacts
and arcing horns.

 Check earth continuity where applicable.

 Lubricate moving parts and locks.

 Check interlocks where provided.

 Check that the distance between male and female
contacts in open position is 380mm to 500mm
depending upon the type of isolator. .





 It is a mechanical switching device which
provides, in the open position, an isolating
distance between the two contacts in accordance
with specified requirements.

 The operation of conventional isolators is carried
out manually and solely depends on applied
manual energy.

 When this operation is performed by means of a
motor, it is called motorised isolator.



 Motorised isolators are single pole and double pole
with or without earthing switches.

 Used in 25kV AC 50Hz single phase Over Head
Equipment (OHE), Traction Sub-Stations (TSS) and
Switching Stations (SS) for equipment and OHE
maintenance.

 Mounted on a mast/ structure as required.

 The operation of isolator is done by a 24/ 110 V DC
motor through a two core insulated copper cable.



 It can be controlled from a remote location at more
than 500 m .

 The status of isolators i.e. whether close or open is
available at the controlling location such as station
master chamber or cabin.



Quick segregation in 
faulty section 

resulting time saving. 

MAN POWER SAVING.

Increase power block 
time for working due 
to quick operation.



 Shall be suitable for operation with 24 V dc for type I

 Shall be suitable for operation with 110 V dc for type
II & III.

 Voltage at the battery terminals may vary between
110% and 85% of the normal value.

 Voltage at the isolator motor terminals is to be less
than 85% of the normal value of 24 V or 110V due to
voltage drop in cable.



 Isolator can able to operate manually in case of
failure of motor circuit or failure of 24 V or 110 V
dc supply.

 Once the closing /opening operation has been
initiated it must be completed automatically (snap
action).

 The motor drive unit shall be installed in a weather
and corrosion proof, adequately ventilated cubicle
made of sheet steel not less than 2 mm thick.

 The cubicle shall have a sloping roof.



 To prevent condensation of moisture in the cubicle,
metal clad space heater, controlled by an associated
thermostat and switch, shall be provided.

 The top of the cubicle shall be at a height of about
1.5 m from the rail level.

 The cubicle shall be so positioned that the hinge of
the operating handle for manual operation is at a
height of about 1.1 m from the rail level.



 The isolator and its control circuit shall be designed
for operation from the remote control centre (RCC)
by the traction power controller (TPC) as well as
from the isolator cubicle

 A local/remote spring-loaded switch shall be
provided in the isolator cubicle.

 The isolator cubicle shall be provided with motor
protection relays.

 The operating handle of the isolator shall be work
in the vertical plane.



 The isolator shall close when the handle is moved
upwards.

 The free end of moving contact shall be fully
housed in the fixed contact when the handle is
moved fully upward in which position the isolator
can be locked.

 The single pole isolator shall be such as to permit
coupling of isolators for gang operation from a
single operating handle.



 Not more than two single pole isolators are required
to be coupled.

 Suitable “OFF” and “ON” plates shall be provided
on the operating handle to indicate when the
isolator is open and closed respectively.

 All poles of the isolator shall operate
simultaneously.

 All movable joints shall be provided with brass
bushes/ bearings, which shall be entirely
maintenance free.



 The blades of the isolator shall be of electrolytic
high conductivity copper tubes of adequate strength
and cross section.

 The isolator shall be constructed so as to permit it
being locked both in the open as well as closed
positions.

 It shall not be possible to lock the isolator in any
intermediate position.

 The fixed contacts of isolator shall be of extruded,
rolled or drawn copper strips.



 The contacts shall be spring-loaded.

 Only non-ferrous or stainless steel components
shall be used in the contact assembly.

 The springs used in the contact assembly of the
isolator shall be of phosphor bronze conforming to
IS: 7608-1975.

 To avoid current passing through the springs, nylon
strip of suitable size shall be provided for
insulation.



 The characteristics of the springs shall conform to IS:
7906 (Pt. II)-1976.

 Bolts, nuts, locknuts and other fasteners shall be
stainless steel of 12 mm dia. Fasteners of higher size
may be made of hot dip galvanized steel.

 The frame (isolator mounting channel) of each
isolator shall be provided with an earthing terminal
for connecting to an earthing conductor having
clamping screws, suitable for earth fault conditions.

 The diameter of the clamping screws shall be not less
than 12 mm.



 The connecting point shall be marked with
“Earth” symbol.

 The operating pipe shall not have any joint and
shall be provided with four guides.

 All ferrous parts shall be hot dip galvanized in
accordance with specification No.
ETI/OHE/13(4/84).



 The support and framework shall be designed for a wind
pressure of 200 kgf/m2 acting on 150 % of the projected
area in addition to all other loads.

 It shall not backlash tending to open the isolator after
closing due to the jerk.

 The mounting arrangement and operating mechanism shall
be mounted with the isolators, the hinge pin of the
operating handle is at a height of 1.1m from ground level.

 The height of base of the rigid can be vary depending on
the type of mast/ or structure on which the isolator is
mounted.



 The support and operating rod insulators shall be
of solid core/composite type.

 All wiring in the cubicle shall be clearly identified
by lettered/ figured ferrules of the interlock type,
preferably of yellow colour with black letters/
figures.

 The various circuits shall be clearly distinguished
and separated from each other.



 Suitable legend and schematic diagram plates

made of anodized aluminium with black lettering

and lines shall be fixed on the inside surface of the

cubicle door.



 Isolator shall be provided with suitable interlocking
arrangement to prevent its mal-operation (including
manual operation).

 A bolt type integral lock / interlock shall be fitted on
the isolator to enable the operating handle of the
isolator to be locked effectively in the open as well
as in the close position.

 It shall not be possible to withdraw the key from the
integral lock except when the isolator is locked
either in the open or in the closed position.



 The operating mechanism shall be so as to permit
padlocking in addition to the integral lock /
interlock for locking the operating handle of the
isolator both in the open as well as in the closed
positions.

 The internal mechanism of integral lock and inter
lock shall be of stainless steel or non-ferrous
material.

 It shall be of robust construction.



 The outer housing of the interlock and integral lock
shall be chrome plated steel and the construction
shall be such that it is not prone to theft.

 Electrical/mechanical interlocking shall be provided
for manual/motorized operation.

 Each lock shall be supplied with two keys. Key/
lock number shall be inscribed on the keys /locks.



 The isolator shall be such that it is possible to
incorporate an additional pair of contacts so as to
effectively earth the fixed contact of the isolator in
open position even at a later date.

 The isolator frame shall permit the provision of the
earth contact assembly without modification to the
frame itself.

 Two holes of 15.5 + 0.5 mm dia shall be provided
on the mounting channel for connecting assembly



 The single pole isolator shall be provided with
arcing horns which shall be of bright steel to Gr.
20-c-8 of IS: 1570 (Pt. II) - 1979.

 The arcing horns shall make contact before the
main contacts close and break contact after the
main contacts break.



 25kV/240V AC supply taken 
from auxiliary transformer at 
cabin ASM room. 

 240V AC AT supply
converted to 110V DC
supply through converter.

At South Central Railway



 110 V dc supply taken into 
junction box and supply 
extended through multi core 
copper cable to electric point 
machine 

 In junction box spring type
rotary switch is provided for
giving command to isolator for
opening and closing and also
indication of „OPEN‟ or
„CLOSE‟of isolator is shown in
the junction box.



The detector slide is attached to the lever and 
operating rod of isolator.

 When command is given through
switch for OPEN. The detector slide
comes outside, lever move and
opens the isolator and the indication
of open show in junction box
through contactor.



 Electric Point Machines 143 mm throw with
internal locking is normally used in signaling
department. Same machines are being used for
motorised isolator.

 110V DC power is supplied through rotary switch.
The motor drives the point mechanisms through
friction clutch, reduction gears and throw bar.



 When command is give through switch for CLOSE.
The detector slide comes inside, lever move and
closes the isolator and the indication of close show
in junction box through contactor.

 During the failure of motor or power supply for
maintenance work, facility is provided for locally
operating the isolator manually.



 DC series Motor split field motor

 Rated voltage 110 V DC capable of working at +/- 25%
of rated voltage.

 RPM 1700+/- 15%

 Rated current 5.3A and
maximum 8.5A.

 Operating time 4 to 5
seconds.

 Power 440 Watts.

 Gear oil SAE 30



 TYPE      - Single phase, air 
cooled  AC-DC  
Converter  for 
indoor installation.

 Input Voltage        - 240 V AC
 Output Voltage      - 110 V DC
 Current - 10 A
 Rated Frequency    - 50 Hz.
 Power - 1.1 Kw
 Type of cooling - AN









h
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 The standard arrangement of droppers assembly shall
be as per drawing No. ETI/OHE/P/1190.

 The general distribution of droppers on an OHE span
shall be as per drawing No.ETI/OHE/G/00161.

 The arrangement of OHE span should be designed in
such a way that standard droppers are used.





 The special arrangement of dropper as shown in Drg.
No. ETI/OHE/P/1400 may be followed in exceptional
cases wherever unavoidable.

 The arrangement of the dropper to be adopted on the
through girder bridges as shown in Drg. No. ETI/
OHE/P/1410, where the OHE is supported on member
of girder bridge.



 Adoption of rigid dropper (made of contact wire

only) should be avoided as far as practicable. It

should not be adopted, at all on main running lines.



DROPPER SCHEDULE FOR REGULATED OHE WITH EQUAL ENCUMBRANCE

FOR 50mm PRE SAG

SPAN (In Metres) No. Of Droppers
Dropper Lengths (in mm)

D 4 D 3 D 2 D 1 D 0
72.00 9 1272 985 702 532 475

67.50 8 1280 940 713 600 -

63.00 8 1280 1044 817 704 -

58.50 7 - 1296 1013 743 786

54.00 7 - 1305 1102 932 876

49.50 6 - 1313 1086 972 -

45.00 6 - 1321 1161 1048 -

40.50 5 - - 1329 1159 1102

36.00 5 - - 1337 1220 1163

31.50 4 - - 1345 1232 -

27.00 4 - - 1353 1279 -

22.50 3 - - - 1361 1305



DROPPER SCHEDULE FOR REGULATED OHE WITH EQUAL ENCUMBRANCE

FOR 100mm PRE SAG

SPAN (in metres) No. Of Droppers
Dropper Lengths (in mm)

D 4 D 3 D 2 D 1 D 0
72.00 9 1273 980 767 617 566
67.50 9 1281 1018 778 678 -
63.00 8 1288 1071 870 770 -
58.50 7 - 1298 1046 896 845
54.00 7 - 1305 1126 975 925
49.50 6 - 1313 1086 1011 -
45.00 6 - 1321 1161 1079 -
40.50 5 - - 1329 1178 1128
36.00 5 - - 1337 1233 1183
31.50 4 - - 1345 1245 -
27.00 4 - - 1353 1287 -
22.50 3 - - - 1362 1311
18.00 3 1370 1342



IS  282 / 1982

MATERIAL  HARD DRAWN COPPER

Small    Large

Dia ( MM)                       5                 7
Area (SQ MM)             19.64           38.48
Wt (Kg/m)                        0.1746         0.3421

Dropper Spacing First & Last : 2.25m

Intermediate Between First & Second  : 9 M for Span = 9N+4.5

6.75 M for Span = 9N







 Electrical power is generated in three phases with each phase having a
phase shift of 1200. The utility power supply system also expects equal
loading on all phases. Traction power system works on single phase
25kV traction system. It now becomes important to use all the three
phases equally and convert them into one phase traction supply.

 Single phase 25 KV AC system is used on Indian Railways
for electrified section to provide required traction power
supply to the traffic. But it is not possible to provide required
traction power supply of the same phase through out the
route.



 Consequently, supply is given by tapping alternate phases
of grid supply. Hence there is need of a phase break
equipment in between section length of OHE. This type
of arrangement is called Neutral Section.

 Neutral Sections are provided to isolate different phases
of power supply in adjoining overhead equipment fed by
adjacent substations, which are normally connected to
different phases of the supply. The Neutral Sections
maintain mechanical but not electrical continuity of
OHE.



132/220 kV Three Phase Transmission Lines



 Neutral Section is defined as short insulated dead overhead
equipment separating sectors fed by two adjacent substations
which are normally connected to different phases.

 The neutral section is a dead zone and therefore, the locomotive
has to negotiate the section in momentum.



The following types of Neutral Sections have been

adopted on Indian Railway

a) Overlap type

b) Short neutral section comprising of composite
insulators.

c) Short neutral section comprising of section insulator
assembly.



 In this type of Neutral Section a short length of OHE
regulated at one end and fixed at other is erected. The
central span is 49.5 m long while spans each on either
side are 36 m long.

 These overlaps are insulated overlaps. The overlaps type
Neutral Section is designed in such a manner that the
dead length of overhead equipment, for which the
locomotive will get no power, is 41 meter.



 The speed of limit of the overlap type neutral section is
same as that of the overhead equipment.

 The conventional overlap type Neutral Section is used
on main lines except in suburban and heavily graded
sections where its adoption is not feasible.



A B C D E F G H I J

Stagger  (mm) -200 300 1300 -50 -550 -550 -50 1300 300 -200

Encumbrance 
(mm)

1400 750 1050 1400 750 750 1400 1050 750 1400

Height (m) 5.50 5.50 5.90 5.50 5.575 5.50 5.50 5.90 5.50 5.50
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D
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41 M

45 /49.5/54M
36 

M

49.5 M 36 M

NEUTRAL  ZONE

F Jumper

9
5
0

9
5
0

F Jumper

45 /49.5/54M

Conventional Type Neutral Section

C
H

45 /49.5/54M

CUT IN INSULATOR



 The arrangement consists of five spans of overhead
equipment in which the central span has to be strictly of
49.5 m length. This span gives an effective neutral
section of 41 m length by proper selection of staggers.
Neutral section of 41 m has been designed for three
locomotives attached in the front of a train.

 Dead zone is created by physical separation of dead zone
with the live zone of yellow and blue phase . The dead
zone provides mechanical continuity for the pantograph
movement to support the upward force.



Arrangement of Stagger in Conventional 
Neutral Section



Standard Arrangement



54/49.5/45m 54/49.5/45m36m 36m49.5m

12
00 14

00

STANDARD ARRANGEMENT

ALTERNATIVE  ARRANGEMENT

20.5m 20.5m

41m

20.5m 20.5m

41m

49.5m

2.25m 2.25m

DIRECTION OF TRAFFIC

(FOR SINGLE TRACK SECTION)

49.5m

2.25m

2.25m

DIRECTION OF TRAFFIC

(FOR DOUBLE TRACK SECTION)

FOR SUBURBAN AREAS TO SUIT EMUs 
             NEUTRAL SECTION FIG. 2.4.3



 The advantage of the system is its maintenance free but

the main disadvantage is possibility of a locomotive

getting struck in the dead zone due to alarm chain

pulling or bad driving of loco pilot. This will require a

assisted loco be sent to pull the train & due length these

are not suitable for sub urban section.



Neutral Section



Neutral section comprising of 

Section Insulator assembly. 

49.5m



Neutral section comprising of 

Section Insulator assembly. 



 On heavily graded section and suburban section where
adoption of overlap type neutral section is not feasible
short Neutral Section of 5 m length comprising of two
section insulator assemblies may be adopted.

 Speed under such Neutral Sections shall be restricted to
100 kmph if the runners are in trailing direction,
otherwise to 70 kmph in single line working.



 Adoption of such Neutral Section on main line should be
avoided due to their heavy weight, speed restriction and
frequent maintenance requirement.

 Short neutral section should be provided on half tension
length not exceeding 500 m.



Side View of SI Type Neutral Section



SI Type Neutral Section in Single Line Section



SI Type Neutral Section in Double Line Section



 If adoption of short neutral section on main line is
unavoidable, short neutral section of ceramic beaded resin
bonded glass fibre rod insulators be provided. This is lighter
and is considered fit for speeds upto 130 Km/h.

 This has light weight and consists of contact wire insulator of
composite type (resin bonded fiber glass covered with either
teflon or ceramic beads with Poly Tetra Fluro Ethelene,
commonly known as PTFE). This has now been adopted as
standard. This has advantage of ease of installation ever in flat
curves and difficult locations with substantially reduced
maintenance.



SHORT NEUTRAL SECTION PTFE TYPE





The main features of the Arthur Flury , Neutral
Section are listed below:

 Short installation time, easy to install.

 Suitable for speed up to 200 kmph

 All parts are made of non corrosive materials

 Insulator rod resolvable feature, which gives a service life 
of more than 4 million pantograph passing.

 High breaking load of each glass fiber rod, more than 100 
k N.

 Suitable for both regulated and unregulated OHE.





Drawing of PTFE Neutral Section



1700

Drawing of PTFE Neutral Section



PTFE Type Neutral Section



Middle section of the neutral section insulator 
is earthed to avoid any phase to phase short 

circuit fault



View of Cross Section of PTFE Rod



PTFE Type Neutral Section Side View

Dropper Assembly



PTFE Runner Installation



Wear to be Checked in Maintenance



Maximum Wear of PTFE Rod



Wear to be Checked in Maintenance

PTFE rod should
not be wear more
than 2mm in dia.

Runner should
not be worn-out
more than 2mm.



How to turn PTFE insulator after wear



PTFE Rod can be move 5 times



PTFE Installation Guide



PTFE Installation Guide



Wear To Be Checked In Maintenance



Wear To Be Checked In Maintenance



How to Turn PTFE Rod



Checking of Skids & PTFE Rod with Sprit 
Level



 The neutral section is not to be negotiated by electric
locomotives with power on. Accordingly, before the
locomotive approaches the neutral section the 25 KV
circuit breaker (DJ) of the locomotives is require to be
switched off. Caution boards are provided in advance of
the neutral section to indicate the distance of 500 m and
250 m of neutral section ahead and to „OPEN DJ‟,
„CLOSE DJ‟board is provided on the mast immediately
before and after the neutral section is over.



 Neutral sections are also provided at traction substations
having Scott connected or open delta connected
transformers as the two sides are out of phase by 90o and
60o (or 120o) respectively.

 Neutral sections are also provided sometimes in front of
traction substations to prevent shorting between phases
in case of a shut down of the substation and extension of
feed from adjacent substations in emergencies as
otherwise the pantograph will have to be lowered to
prevent bridging of wrong phases.



As the neutral section is negotiated by the loco/EMU
with power off under its own momentum it should be
ensured that the loco/EMU acquires the necessary
momentum while negotiating the neutral section and
that under no circumstances the loco/EMU should stop
under a neutral section which tantamount to a failure
and consequent blocking of the line.



 To prevent this, neutral sections should be provided far
away from stopping signals, level crossing etc. The
neutral section should not be on an up gradient or on
sharp curve. The neutral section is ideally located in
midsection between two block stations, away from
stopping signals and on a down gradient if available or
on tangent track or in a tough between two graded
sections.



 Neutral section shall be located away from stop signals,
level crossing and shall be on tangent track and on level to
the possible extent.

 If neutral section is provided after a stop signal, the
distance* between signal and neutral section shall be such
that after stopping, the train shall be able to pick up enough
speed to coast the neutral section without any risk of
stalling.



 If neutral section is provided before a stop signal, the
distance* between neutral section and signal shall be such
that the train shall not cross the signal in an effort to coast
the neutral section.

 *Note: The distance should be preferably 1600 m away

on section with gradient upto 1 In 300 and 2500m with

higher gradient upto 1 in 200, if unavoidable.



 The PTFE type short neutral section shall be located on
level tangent track at least 400 m after the STOP signal
and 200 m before the STOP signal. Where, however,
modifications require to comply with these guide lines
are difficult or entail heavy investment, the Chief
Electrical Engineer of the Railway may direct any other
arrangement to be followed consistent with safety and
reliability, and for location on graded section according
to standards given above.



Location of Neutral Section

400m 200m



 To pre-warn the Driver that he is approaching a neutral
section and should be in readiness to open DJ (Loco
Circuit Breaker), two warning boards are fixed 500m and
250 m ahead of the neutral section.

 The point where DJ is to be opened is indicated.
Indication that the neutral section has been passed and DJ
may be switched on again is indicated by another board.



40 cm 40 cm 40 cm40 cm

75
 c

m

75
 c

m
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 c
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m

500 m 250 m

N/S

Caution Board at Neutral Section



 The Indication boards to indicate the approaching neutral
section and "OPEN DJ', 'CLOSE DJ' boards shall be
provided according to drawing No. ETI/OHE/G/02161,
Sheet 3.

 Separate 'CLOSE DJ' boards are required for EMUs and

loco hauled trains.

Location of 'OPEN DJ' and 'CLOSE DJ'
boards.





 In every fort nightly patrolling the lineman should

visually watch the Neutral Section and report the

section in-charge accordingly for any abnormality.



 This schedule comprises visual inspection by section 
engineer in stationary and train passing condition for any 
abnormality and the inspection includes following: 

1. Grease deposit over ceramic bead arc horn (skid
assembly) and end fittings.

2. Hitting of panto during train passing.

3. Sticky movement of telescopic anti torsion member
during train passing.

Monthly Schedule 



4. Any twisting of ceramic bead assembly.

5. Loose connections.

6. Displacement of arcing horn and arc trap.

7. Checking of structure bond and earth connection of
PTFE with the mast.



Note: It may be reduced to 75/60/40/30 days for certain

locations such as highly polluted area etc.

Maintenance schedule shall be done in power block

and in presence of Senior Section Engineer.



In three monthly schedules following items
should be checked/inspected:

1. Thorough cleaning of ceramic bead collar and spacers
with nylon scouring pad and soap liquid detergent and
water. The soap detergent may be used clean the
Neutral Section. The bead, thoroughly washed, should
be dried with cloth not jute.

2. Apply capital protectilo 56/57” to minimize the
corrosion effect over the end fitting.



3. Check the panto sweeping zone.

4. Check vertically of anti torsion member and keep slight
hogging of contact wire.

5. Clean the catenary 9 tons insulator.

6. Check arching horn gap. The vertical gap should be 152
mm and lateral gap should be between 240 mm-250 mm.

7. Check all connections with nut bolts for its tightness.

8. Check cross clamp of anti torsion rod for over tightening.
The over tightening is strictly prohibited as it may cause
cracks. Spare cross clamp must be available with the
party during maintenance.



9. Check the encumbrance at cantilever of PTFE mast as per
(Straight Erection Design).

10. Ensure the touching of third bead with pantograph while
negotiating the neutral section.

11. Measure the Insulation Resistance value of ceramic bead in
dry condition after cleaning. The value should be between
15 to 20 M ohm with 2.5 KV megger. If it is found lower
than the specified value, ceramic bead should be again
cleaned and also check for thin film coating inside the
beads, if apparently found short circuit of spacers with thin
film coating for more than 7 beads, the ceramic bead should
be replaced.



12. „A‟ dropper of both ends PTFE and „V‟dropper should be
checked by opening catenary and contact droppers clips.

13. Check that portion of anti torsion tubes above catenary wire
is not more than 152 mm.

14. Check rubber bellows, if cracked.

15. If burning of arcing horn takes place it should be
replaced/reshaped.

16. Checking the pantograph hit marks on the inside of
compression ferrules (spacers) and examine the ceramic
bead spacers for its corrosion if it is more than 1.6 mm deep
for more than 7 number, the ceramic bead should be
changed.



Note: repeat three monthly schedule with following

additive items.

1. Check earth continuity and overall earth resistance
should not be exceed 0.5 ohm.

2. Replacement of „A‟dropper.

3. Cleaning of PG clamp.

4. Check the rubber bellows.



Note: Repeat yearly schedules and do following additive
items.

1. Replacement the cross clamps.

2. Replacement the PG clamps.



Note: Repeat two yearly schedules and do following
additive items.

1. Replace arcing horns (skid assembly) if necessary.

2. Replace arcing trap.

3. Replace anti torsion member if UP and DN movement
is sluggish.

4. Replace the earthing jumper.







 Hard-drawn grooved copper contact wire of 107
sq.mm cross sectional area when new is used in
the 25 kV electric traction system. The thickness
of new contact wire is 12.24 mm.

 It will be necessary to replace the contact wire
when it has worn to a thickness of 8.25mm
corresponding to a cross sectional area of
approximately 74 sq.mm.



 Any further reduction in cross sectional area will
result in the current density in the contact wire
under certain conditions exceeding the
permissible limit of 4.7 A/sq.mm 'apart from
reduced factor of safety under tension.

 In sidings and lines with a low traffic density, a
lower thickness limit of 8mm may be adopted.



 Hard Spots are points on the OHE where contact
wire wear is likely to be higher than at normal
locations, due to less flexibility in the OHE.

At such hard spots, It is important to keep a watch
on wear of contact wire, by measuring and keeping
a record of contact wire thickness periodically. It is
essential to concentrate on these spots during
annual measurement of contact wire wear.



The usual spots where the contact wire is likely to show 
more wear are -

1. Support points at curves;

2. Section Insulators;

3. Splices;

4. Turnouts;

5. Central mast of 2-span un-insulated overlaps of 
unregulated OHE;

6. At approaches to tunnels and over-line structures;

7. Locations where smoke pollution is pronounced, 

8. Pull offs.



 It is important to measure and record the wear of
contact wire at the known hard spots and at a few
selected locations where heavy wear may be
expected, so as to keep a watch on the rate of wear.

 Observations have indicated that wear of contact
wire between starter and advance starter is high
where the train picks up speed, specially in
suburban sections



 These measurements should be taken at the time
of yearly maintenance and recorded in a register.
When the average wire thickness has reached
approximately 10mm, the number of points
where measurement is taken may be increased
and one location in each tension length may be
covered in addition to the known hard spots.



Material :  Cadmium Copper
Cross section Area : 65sq.mm.
Number of Strands : 19 No.  
Diameter of each strand : 2.11mm.
Overall diameter : 10.55 mm.
Weight per meter : 603gm./mtr.





Length of conductor which is stretched 
between the two anchor points.



 With regulated overhead equipment every tension length

is equipped with an automatic tensioning device at each

end and an anticreep located approximately midway

between the tensioning devices. The distance between

the anticreep and the anchor mast / structures on either

side should not exceed 750 m or 15 supporting masts.



 Half tension lengths of regulated overhead equipment,
not greater than 750 m between anchorages, may be
adopted where necessary. The equipment is fixed at one
end and provided with an automatic tensioning device at
the other, the fixed end being determined to suit
convenience of erection.



 The half tension-length on either side of the neutral
section should not exceed 600 m when the whole or a
part of it Is located on a curve.

 The distance of the axis of a 4-span insulated overlap
from the anti-creeps / fixed terminations on either side
shall not exceed 600m.



 Where the catenary is anchored on the face of an over-
line structure, the anchor shall be the anticreep point.

 Termination of overhead equipment or provision of an
anticreep should be avoided, as far as possible, inside
the tunnels and on the mast set on bridge piers.



 In the case of masts with three brackets supporting

regulated equipment, anticreeps or fixed terminations of

the overhead equipments should be arranged so as to

keep the relative movement between brackets as low as

possible so that the brackets do not foul with each other.



 With unregulated equipment, tension, lengths of upto

2000 m between anchors may be adopted on tangent

as well as curved track.

 Unregulated OHE shall not take off from main

running lines.



 Wire-runs linking two or more main line wire-runs

shall be as short as possible. For example, the same

wire run may not ordinarily be used for equipping an

emergency cross-over and a loop line.



 Anticreep is located approximately in the centre of a tension
length. The standard arrangement should be in accordance
with Drg. No. ETI/OHE/G/02111.

 Boom type anticreep arrangement (Drg No.
ETI/OHE/G/02113) may be provided on multiple track
sections or in other areas where portals have been provided
on account of other design considerations. Portals should not
be provided specifically for provision of boom type anticreep.



● Crossing of equipments of different elementary electrical
sections in the anchoring span should be avoided as far
as possible.

● Crossing of regulated and unregulated equipments
should be avoided. This may, however, be permitted if
there is sufficient mechanical clearance between the
crossing contact wires under all conditions.



 Back to back anchoring of two equipments on the
same mast may be adopted if both the terminations
are of the fixed type (without counter weights).

 Anchoring spans in the vicinity of signals, water
columns and other fixed structures should be
avoided as far as possible.



 In order to equip the full length of a buffer
end siding, the scheme of anchoring as
indicated in Fig. below may be adopted.



 Standard terminations:

i. Height of termination of regulated OHE
= 6.75m above R.L.

ii. Height of termination of unregulated OHE
=6.95m above R.L.

 Split anchor for regulated OHE:

i. Height of catenary termination
= 6.75m above R.L.

ii. Height of contact termination
= 6.25m above R.L.



 Feeder Wire:

Height of termination of a 25 KV feeder along track

= 6.75 m above R.L.





 Where the contact wire is of unregulated equipment and
raised from the contact plane and anchored in a single
span, the anchor height shall be fixed within limits
decided on considerations indicated below.

 The maximum height shall be such that with the contact
wire tension at its maximum, the contact wire of the
anchor OHE does not leave the contact plane in the one
where it is required to be in-running.



 The minimum height shall be such that with the contact
wire tension as its minimum, there is no possibility of the
contact wire sagging too much below the contact plane
where it is out of running and getting entangled with the
pantograph.

 In both cases, the anchor height is to be determined with
respect to the anchor span if there is no crossing of the
two contact wires, and with respect to the distance
between the anchor mast and the point of crossing if there
is crossing of the wires.



 In case of regulated equipment, when the equipments to
be anchored on a single span, anchor height shall be the
standard one to get the regulation of the overhead
equipment within the limited travel zone of counter
weight assembly. However, single span anchoring
should be avoided as far as possible.



 No live anchor or equipment shall be provided near

or over any hut / goomty and building. In such cases

the overhead equipment should be isolated by

providing cut-in-insulator and earthed by connecting

it metalically to the anchor mast without providing

the insulator in the anchor assembly.



 The anchoring arrangement of OHE are given in Drg.

No. RE/33/G/03121. In polluted areas, e.g. tunnels,

areas near sea-coast, neighbour hood of chemical/

fertiliser / cement plants near loco sheds, ash pits,

water columns, etc. long creepage path (1050 mm)

insulator should be used on the anchoring

arrangement.



Fixed Termination of Two OHE’s
(Terminated Separately)

1. Mast Anchor Fitting
2. Double Strap
3. Equalising Plate
4. Catenary Ending Clamp
5. Contact Ending Clamp

6. Catenary Wire
7. Contact Wire
8. 9 Ton Insulator
9. 9 Ton Adjuster
10. Guy rod
11. Guy Rod Fitting







 In electrical circuit, the series and parallel connections are
made using junction box, twisted of cables together,
soldering, brazing, etc.

 This is not possible in case of overhead contact and
catenary wire. Similar purpose in OHE is
achieved through overlaps. Overlap is defined as an
arrangement where two set of contact wire runs together in
parallel for a short distance without any mechanical or
electrical connectivity but facilitating smooth movement of
pantograph over it.



 An arrangement of overhead equipment over a track

where two sets of traction conductors are run parallel to

each other for short distance over span(s) providing a

smooth passage for the pantograph of an electric rolling

stock





There are two types of overlap spans as under :



● Un-insulated overlap spans where the distance of

separation between two contact wires is 200 mm

and the two conductors are permanently connected

together electrically by suitable jumpers.



● Insulated overlaps where the two OHE systems are
kept apart at a distance of 500 mm.

● Normally the electrical discontinuity at insulated
overlaps is bridged by interruptors or isolator except at
neutral sections.







 Un-insulated overlap is required when continuity of

current flow is required between two conductors whose

length is limited due to design considerations. The

contact wire cannot be indefinitely long and a standard

length of 1.6 Km is designed taking into consideration

the thermal expansion, tension, weight, etc. This length is

also called one tension length.



 Two sets of conductors are separated by 200 mm &
connected by a large jumper of 105 sq.mm. cross-section.

 The overlap is either 3 or 4 span length. Three span length
overlap is used when radius of curvature is more than 5000
m with span length more than 54 m and four spans with
radius of curvature less than 5000 m with span length less
than 54 m.

 Un-insulated overlaps are provided for connectivity for two
tensions lengths.



 In Insulated Overlaps, the two sets of Conductors are
separated by 500 mm in air. The gap is decided
requiring the minimum air clearance for 25 kV. With
this clearance, it is possible to make one length dead
keeping the other energized by opening the switch that
normally connects the two lines. The switch is either an
isolator or interrupter. Isolator is operated manually
where as interrupter by a command from remote center
through SCADA.



Insulated overlaps are preferred at the following
locations:

 At sub-sectioning and paralleling post (SSP) where two
tension lengths are connected by an interrupter.

 OHE is sub-divided into different elementary sections
between two SSP to facilitate minimum OHE isolation
during fault condition.

 Yard, loop and maintenance lines

 Neutral Section



The need for the overlaps arises because of :

 Restriction on the length of the conductor due to handling of
weight, drum size, tension to restrict the sag and elongation
due to temperature variation depends on length.

 Maintenance management of higher length is difficult for
schedule replacement, kink attention etc.

 Separate tension length of loop line, yard lines, loco
maintenance lines, etc.

 Segregation of section to minimize the faulty section to
minimize the impact of fault on the running of trains.



Platform lines

 Overlaps serving platform lines should not be located

opposite platform to avoid location of tensioning devices

on the platforms. If It is unavoidable, half tension length

may be adopted to avoid the provision of the regulating

equipment on the platform.



Protection by signals

 In the station area Insulated overlaps on main running lines 
should be located after the stop signals.

Cross-over
 In the case of emergency cross-over insulated overlaps in

the direction of the trailing end should permit the longest
train to be accommodated between the lock bar of the
crossover switch and the first intermediate mast of the
overlap with a minimum margin of 50m. This distance may
be taken as 850 m. The overlap in the rear should be
located as close as possible.



Span
 Location of insulated and uninsulated overlaps should be

decided in such way that the maximum span can be adopted to
achieve parallel path of not less than 2 m for smooth change
over by the pantograph.

Feeders to overlaps
 Feeding overlaps should be sufficiently away from the stop

signals to facilitate coasting of trains (with pantograph
lowered in the event of extension of feed from either side.
Feeders may be run, if required, from the substation which

is usually located in the station areas.



Three Span Un-insulated Overlap





Three Span Insulated Overlap
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Four Span Insulated Overlap

Bracket Arrangement
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Jumper

Four Span  un-Insulated Overlap
A B C D E F G H

Stagger -200 0 200 -100 100 -200 0 200

Encumbrance 1400 900 1400 1400 750 1400 900 1400

Height 5.55 6.05 5.55 5.55 5.55 5.55 6.05 5.55



A B C D E F G H
Stagger -200 -350 150 -250 250 -150 350 200

Encumbrance 1400 900 1400 750 1400 1400 900 1400

Height 5.55 6.05 5.55 5.55 5.55 5.55 6.05 5.55

Four Span Insulated Overlap

A

B

C

D

E
H

F







 A jumper is a conductor or an arrangement of
conductors, not in tension, used for electrical
connection between two conductors or equipments.

 The jumpers should be flexible so that the required
shape can be given to them easily to suit the
requirement of the location.

 The jumpers are manufactured out of annealed copper
conductors or aluminum conductors and are stranded .



 Parallel groove (P.G.) clamps are used for connection of

jumpers to the conductors and terminal connectors are

used for connection of jumpers to equipments.



Various types of jumper used in the 25 kV ac, 50 Hz

overhead equipment are as follows.

 For connection from 37/2.25 mm (150 mm2) HDBC

(Hard Drawn Bare Copper) cross feeder to OHE,

19/7/1.25 mm (160 mm2) copper jumper is used.



 Continuity jumper or 'G' jumper is used
to connect electrically one OHE with
another, as in the case of un-insulated
overlaps, turnouts, diamond crossings
and crossovers in order to carry the full
OHE current.

 The jumper is of stranded annealed
copper conductor of rope lay
construction (19/7/1.016mm) and has an
equivalent copper section of 105 sq.mm.



 Jumpers of cross section 50 sq.mm provided between
out of run. OHE and anticreep wire as an anti theft
measure.



 In-span jumper or „H‟ jumper for OHE is used to connect
the catenary wire and the contact wire every 350m for
providing a parallel path for the current between the two,
so that the load current is proportionately shared by
catenary and contact wire.

 The jumper is to be connected at
a distance of 5.6m from bracket
support.



Details Of C JUMPER

 Length - 1.6 M

 Cross Section Area - 50 mm2

 Location From - 5.6 M  Nearest Mast

 Free end facing the direction of traffic



 Potential equalizer jumpers of approximately 50 sq.mm
cross section is provided at insulated over laps and
neutral sections to keep the portion of OHE between
the cut in insulators and the nearer anchorage at the
same potential as the adjacent run of OHE.

 The jumper is of Annealed copper having size 19/1.8
mm (50 mm2) .





Details Of F - JUMPER

 Length - 1.6 M

 X Section Area - 50 mm2



 Aluminium large jumper is used at the locations
where return conductor is required to be connected
to track and to connect all aluminium cross feeders
(spider) wherever used to aluminium bus terminal of
FP, SSP, SP and BT locations. The size of the
aluminium large jumpers is 19/7/1.4mm .



 Jumper connections play a vital part in maintaining

continuity of supply. On account of the up and down

movements of the contact wires, the jumper connections

are bent to some extent every time a pantograph passes

through. With repeated bending the strands of the

flexible jumper connections are liable to get broken in

course of time on account of fatigue. To guard against

this possibility, special attention should be devoted to the

jumpers during periodical maintenance.



The essential requirements for reliability of jumpers are:

 Sufficient length and adequate looping to provide
flexibility so as to prevent failure on account of repeated
up and down movements and movements on account of
elongation and contraction of OHE due to temperature
variations.

 Adequate cross section to carry the normal currents and
possible overloads due to shut downs on adjacent lines, as
well as faults.

 Proper bonding and in soldering of the ends.

 Proper seating and tightness of connections at PG clamps.



 Failure of continuity jumpers will result in discontinuity
of the OHE and consequent serious interruption of
traffic. Though failures of potential equalizer jumpers
may go unnoticed, such failures can result in electrical
accidents. Also, unscheduled attention to such jumpers
will necessitate power-block on both the adjacent
elementary sections, which may be quite difficult to
arrange without repercussion to traffic. Proper attention
to jumpers during scheduled maintenance is, therefore,
very important.



 Jumpers, particularly continuity jumpers, with broken strands
should be invariably replaced, failing which the reduced
cross-section may cause overheating and eventual failure.
Broken strands are most likely at the point of entry into PG
clamps, possibly due to sharp edges in the clamp. PG clamps
should have properly rounded off edges to prevent the cutting
of strands. The clamps should be checked for signs of
overheating and proper tightness.

 It should, however, be remembered that a PG clamp should
not be interfered with unless there are signs of overheating or
damage.



 The following points are to be taken into account while
deciding jumpers.

 Jumper should not cross different elementary sections.

 The section insulator which has to be bridged by an
isolator should not normally be located beyond 4.5 m
from the structure, so as to avoid too long a jumper
resulting in excessive sag.



 In case of tramway type OHE the jumper should be
provided to the bridle wire and then to the contact wire.
However jumper at section insulator location on
tramway type overhead equipment may have to be done
by direct connection to the contact wire.

 The jumper should neither be too short so as to hamper
regulation of the overhead equipment nor too long to
cause infringement to movement of pantograph.



 While deciding feeding gantry location in a large yard,
the jumpering arrangement from the gantry, or cross
feeder to OHE should be properly planned and if
necessary gantry location and/or location of section
insulator which sectionalizes the overhead equipment
shifted so as to avoid the need to run feeders for
purposes of jumpering.

 An anti-theft jumper should not be so short as to impede
free movement of regulating equipment.

 The jumpers are so bent that undue strain at the P.G.
clamp is avoided.



 In the case of lightening arrestor (LA) connections, the jumper
should be direct from the main feeder wire or bus bar and not
from any jumper or sub-connection. Jumpers to LA should be
suspended by means of 9 tonne insulators to avoid earth fault.

 If material of the jumper is different than that of the conductor
to which it is to be connected, for example, connection of
annealed stranded copper jumper to aluminium alloy catenary,
P.G. clamps along with bimetallic aluminium copper (AI-Cu)
strip shall be used to prevent bimetallic corrosion. Care shall
be taken that the metals in contact, where Al Cu strips are used
are same. In addition corrosion inhibiting compound is
applied over the conductor including interface of
connectors/clamps and bimetallic strips.







Height of Contact Wire

 The distance from rail level

to the under side of contact

wire.

Contact Wire

Rail Level



 Normally the height of contact wire (under side

surface) above the track plane shall not be less than

5.50m at any point in the span under the worst

temperature conditions. To ensure this, the normal

height at the suspension point shall be as under:



a) Normal with 10 cm pre-sag                    5.60 m

b) Old electrification                                    5.55m
works with 5 cm pre-sag.

Note: 5 cm pre-sagged OHE was provided up to 1968.

For new works 10 cm pre-sagged OHE shall normally
be provided. However, OHE with 5 cm pre-sag may be
provided in long tunnels and through girder bridges to
achieve the minimum electrical clearance.



a) Unregulated OHE designed for areas 
with a temp range of 4° C to 65° C.

b) Unregulated OHE designed for areas 
with a temp. range of 15°C to 65°C.

5.75 m

5.65 m



 The height may be reduced under over-line structures
after a clearance study.

 The minimum height shall be 4.92 m for the broad gauge
and 4.02 m for the metre gauge to permit movement of
"C” class ODCs without physical lifting of wires.

 In case "C" class ODC movement is not required, the
height could be reduced to 4.80m (BG).

 Height may be further reduced to 4.65m if rolling stock
higher than 4.265m are not allowed on such lines.



IN CASE OF “C” CLASS ODC MOVEMENT RESTRICTED
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 At electric locomotive sheds and loco inspection pits, the
minimum height shall be 5.80 m for the broad gauge and
5.50 m for the metre gauge.

 At level crossings, the minimum height shall be 5.50 m
for both broad and metre gauges.



 A tolerance of ± 20 mm is permissible on the height of
contact wire as measured at a point of support except on
either side of an over-bridge, where a tolerance of ± 10
mm will be allowed.

 But the difference between the heights of contact wire at
two adjacent supports shall not exceed 20 mm.

 In spans with gradient of contact wire, this difference of 20
mm is measured over and above the approved gradient.



 Any change in the height of the contact wire should

be made gradually and the slope should not normally

exceed 3 mm/m on main lines and 10 mm/m on

sidings. In no case shall the relative gradient of the

contact wire in two adjacent spans be greater than 1.5

mm/m on main lines and 5 mm/m on sidings.



 The rail level may go up in future by 275 mm (max) due
to use of concrete sleepers and strengthening of track
structure. Provision should be made for possible lifting of
track by 275 mm (max.)

 The areas where track is proposed to be raised may be
ascertained before commencement of works. No track
raising is normally contemplated near over-line structures
unless additional headroom has been provided.
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(a) The stagger of the contact wire is the horizontal
distance of the contact wire from the vertical plane
through the centre of pantograph pan at contact surface.

(b) Stagger of catenary is the horizontal distance of the eye
of catenary suspension bracket from the vertical plane
through the centre of track.



 On tangent track, the contact wire is normally given a
stagger of 200 mm at each support alternately on either
side of the centre of the track. This is relaxed in special
cases for ensuring requisite clearances in difficult
locations such as In the vicinity of signals, subject to
stagger at midspan not exceeding the permissible
values.

 On tangent track, the catenary stagger is zero for masts
supporting a single equipment.



 The catenary is fixed vertically over the contact wire at

all supports at which more than one equipment is

supported, at flexible head spans and at supports with

reduced encumbrance, on tangent as well as curved

tracks.



 On curves, the stagger of the contact wire at supports

should not exceed 300 mm. The standard values

adopted are 0, +200 and -200.



 At turnouts, the stagger of the contact wire on the main
running line shall be in accordance with Drg. No. ETI
OHE/G/00202. The stagger of contact wire of the
branching line shall not exceed 300 mm at any point in the
span. This is achieved by selecting a suitable location for
the mast near the centre of the turnout in the case of
overlap type equipment, or by suitably adjusting the point
of crossing of the two contact wires in the case of crossing
type equipment.



 At un-insulated overlaps, the stagger should conform to

Drg. No. RE/33/G/02121 sheet 1. On non uniform

curves or at other locations where staggers different from

those indicated in these drawings are adopted, the

following points should be observed.



i) The stagger of the in-running contact wire does not exceed
200 mm on tangent track and 300mm on curved track at
any support, at which only one contact wire is in-running.

ii) In any span at the centre of which only one of the contact
wires is in-running (as in a 4-span overlap), the mid-span
stagger of the in-running contact wire does not exceed the
values given in Drg.No. ETI/OHE/ G/00202.

iii) The two contact wires run parallel to each other between
the intermediate supports at a distance of 200 mm from
each other.



 At insulated overlaps, stagger should conform to Drg.
No. ET1/OHE/G/02131 sheet 1.

 On non-uniform curves and at other locations where
stagger different from those shown in this drawing are
adopted, the points mentioned against un-insulated
overlap spans also apply, with the difference that
between the intermediate masts the two contact wires
run parallel at a distance of 500mm from each other.



 The stagger at overlap type neutral sections should
conform to Drg. No. ETI/OHE/G/02161, Sheet No.1.

 The stagger at section insulator type neutral section
should be so adopted that the stagger at the section
Insulator assembly is within the limit of ± 100mm.

 PTFE type neutral section shall be erected on tangent
track only. The stagger shall be zero at support.







Encumbrance



 The axial distance on vertical plane between the
catenary and the contact wire at support.

 The encumbrance shall normally be 1.40 m.



The preferred values of reduced encumbrance for erection of
overhead equipment under over-line structure are:

Span under
over-line structure

(m)

Recommended encumbrances 
for span under over-line 

structure (m)

Largest permissible 
adjacent spans

(m)

63 0.9 67.5
58.5 0.9 67.5
54 0.75 67.5#

49.5 0.6 63
45 0.6 63

40.5 0.5 58.5
36 0.4 54*

31.5 0.4 49.5
27 0.3 45

Reduced Encumbrance



 # Applicable where the encumbrance cannot be
increased to 1.40 m in a single span from the value
given in column 2. The normal encumbrance of
1.40m should be provided in subsequent spans. In
such cases, the encumbrance may be adjusted in such
a way that the lowest point of the catenary does not
fall between first dropper and the support.

Note: i) The above values are applicable only to
regulated OHE with 10 cm nominal pre-sag of
contact wire.

ii) Special droppers may be required in spans under
and adjacent to over-line structures,



 Normally, the axial distance between the catenary
and the contact wire at the minimum dropper should
not be less than 150 mm. smaller droppers may be
adopted in exceptional cases.

 If the shortest dropper is loop type and more than
150 mm, no speed restriction is called for. But if the
dropper is without loop or of rigid type or less than
150 mm, the overhead equipment is deemed suitable
upto 90km/h speed.



 If section insulators are to be installed in spans under

over-line structures, special designs will have to be

evolved.





Span



Span

 The distance between the centre line of the adjacent 
supporting structures for overhead equipment/lines 

is known as span.



 Spans shall be accurately measured by means of a
steel tape.

• On curves,

• On single track, measurement shall be made on the

outer rail.



 In the case of an odd number of tracks these
measurement shall be taken on the outer rail of the
middle track.

 In the case of an even number of tracks these
measurement shall be taken on the inner rail of the
first outside track (from the centre of the formation).



Standard spans shall be determined in accordance with:

i) Drg. No. ET1/OHE/G/00202 for conventional OHE

ii) Drg. No. ETI/OHE/G/04201; for regulated tramway
OHE

iii) Drg. No. ETI/OHE/SK/375; for composite OHE
(Aluminium - alloy catenary and copper contact
wire).



 The spans shall be as large as practicable, but should
enable the contact wire to be erected with permissible
stagger.

 For a stipulated maximum stagger, the length of the
span is governed by curvature, blow-off of overhead
equipment, sway of pantograph and deflection of the
mast under wind condition.

 Standard spans shall be used to maximum extent
possible.



 Where the two adjacent spans are located on curves
of different radius or when the two versines are in
opposite directions, the spans shall be determined so
as to keep the mid-span stagger in the two spans
within the limit given in the span and stagger chart
(ET1/OHE/G/00202).

 Taking into account the stagger at the common
support and the stagger at the extreme supports .



The following restrictions are applicable:

i) On main tracks, the lengths of two consecutive spans
shall not normally differ by more than 18m.

ii) The lengths of spans with unequal encumbrances
shall be such that the axial distance between the
catenary and the contact wire at the minimum
dropper is not less than 150mm.



For example, the length of the span with 1.4 m and 0.9m

encumbrances at the two ends shall not exceed 67.5m.

This restriction is applicable to the two spans on each

side of the structure, equipping a turnout for the main

OHE.



iii) Spans in the vicinity of over-line structures with
restricted head room shall be determined with
reference to the electrical clearances available.

iv) The lengths of spans loaded with section insulators
may require to be restricted.

v) Non-standard spans may be adopted in difficult
locations, e.g. in rocky cuttings, on through girder
bridges, for locations of masts on bridge piers and
within station limits.



vi) With crossed type equipment with actual crossings of
OHEs at facing turnouts, the anchor spans shall be
restricted to 54 m.

vii) Where earth wire is provided, the maximum span over
level crossings should be 58.5 m.

viii) The spans at insulated and un-insulated overlaps should
be designed in accordance with Drg. Nos. ETI/OHE/G/
02131/Sheet 1 and RE/33/G/02121 Sh. 1 respectively.

ix) The spans at neutral sections should conform to Drg.
No. ET1/OHE/G/02161 Sheet No. 1 and no deviations
are normally permissible.







The horizontal distance from the nearest 
face of traction mast to the center line of 

track. 





 Any change in alignment due to slewing of tracks will

affect the setting distance and consequently the stagger of

the contact wire. At locations where the setting is critical

i.e. close to the minimum permissible value, slewing of

track may result in infringement of the moving

dimensions with consequent danger of accidents.



 "Before any alteration to alignment or level of

electrified track is commenced, due notice shall be

given to those responsible for the OHE so that the

OHE may be adjusted to conform to the new

conditions“.

General Rule (1976) 17.06 stipulates as under



 It follows, therefore, that any alterations of the
alignment of the track on electrified sections shall only
be made with the prior knowledge and concurrence of
the Sr.DEE (TrD), so that he may arrange to correct the
SEDs to the extent required.



 To facilitate periodical checking, rail level and setting
distance should be painted at the base of each OHE mast
face soon after commissioning, preferably in black letters.

 A horizontal line would Indicate the rail level. The setting
should be marked in correct to the second decimal place.

 Repainting of the these markings will ordinarily be
required once in two years. Where pollution due to brake
shoe dust etc. is severe, repainting may be required more
often.



 During yearly maintenance of OHE, rail level and
setting distance should be checked and compared with
the original figures. Any variations above 30mm in
setting distance and 20mm in rail level should be
advised to the PWI for correction. No change in setting
distance and rail level should be allowed if such change
result in infringement of moving dimensions.

 It Is essential to have a joint annual check of rail level
and setting distance by the JE/OHE and JE/P-Way.



 In addition to the markings on the masts, a register

should be maintained by SSE (OHE) to record the

annual measurements of implantation over his

jurisdiction.



 The standard setting i.e. the normal distance from face
of the mast traction structure to the centre line of
tangent track shall be 2.80 m.

 Setting distance at bridges etc. should be fixed with the
approval of the Chief Electrical Engineer of the Railway
concerned. In case of portal uprights, legs carrying more
than one overhead equipment and head-span structures,
the setting is normally not less than 3.00 m.



 The minimum setting distance of masts including
portals, head-span masts etc. on curves is obtained by
adding the curve allowance and 150 mm slewing
allowance to the setting distance specified for tangent
track.

 Normally, the standard setting distance on broad gauge
main lines on curves should not be less than the values
given below:



 The minimum setting distance of structures including

portals, head span structures etc. on curves is obtained

by adding the curve allowance and 150 mm slewing

allowance to the setting distance specified for tangent

track in.



Curve allowance for maximum speed of 200 km/h
Degree

Of
Curvatture

Radius of
Curvature

(metre)

Max.
Permissible

Speed
(km/h)

Super
Elevation

(mm)

Extra clearance
Between adjacent

Track (mm)

Inside curve Outside curve
½ 0 3492 200 71 191 --

160 40 89 --
¾ 0 2328 200 133 400 --

160 60 159 --
1 0 1747 190 185 575 --

160 100 295 --
1 ½ 0 1164 155 185 585 --

2 0 875 135 185 590 10
3 0 583 110 185 605 30
4 0 438 95 185 620 40
5  0 350 85 185 640 60
6 0 292 80 185 655 80



On outside curves Standard 
settings

• Radius of curvature greater than or equal to 875 m 2.80m
• Radius of curvature less than 875 m 2.95m
• On inside curves
• Radius of curvature greater than or equal to 3500 m 3.20m
• Radius of curvature greater than or equal to 2350 m but

less than 3500 m 3.35m

• Radius of curvature greater than or equal to 1150 m but
less than 2350 m 3.55m

• Radius of curvature greater than or equal
to 300 m but less than 1150 m 3.60m

Normally, the standard setting distance on main lines on 
curves should not be less than the value given below:



 In the case of structures with counterweights the term

“setting” refers to the minimum distance of the

counterweight from the track centre in the worst

condition. For this purpose, the displacement of the

counter weight due to wind transverse to the track is

assumed as  50 mm



 The setting distance of structures on platforms should
not be less than 4.75 m. As far as possible, the
structures are to be located in line with other structures
already existing on the platform and should be of
minimum possible dimension and fit in with the
architectural pattern prevailing in the vicinity. Location
of structures opposite to public entrances, exits,
staircases, gangways etc. shall be avoided. No live
conductor shall run over the platform.



Arrangement of OHE on Platform

Mast on High Level Platform
Mast on Rail 

Level Platform



 The visibility of signals should be taken into

consideration while deciding the setting of the

structure in the vicinity of signals. The following

principles are to be observed.





Colour Light Signals Without Route Indicators

Where no approach signal is provided

• The minimum setting distance of structure before the signal
should be 3.55, 3.40, 3.35, 3.20 & 3.05 m for distance upto
80m, beyond and upto 110m, beyond and upto 190m,
beyond and upto 270m, and beyond and up to 400 m
respectively.



Where approach signal is provided and for signals
other than distant signals

• The minimum setting of structures before the signal

should be 3.55, 3.40, 3.25, 3.10, and 3.05 m for distance

upto 50 m, beyond and upto 70 m, beyond and upto115m,

beyond and upto 160 m and beyond and upto 240 m

respectively.



With HORIZONTAL route indicator

 The minimum setting distance of structure before the signal
shall 4.02, 3.80, 3.55, 3.35, 3.20 and 3.05 m for distance
upto 60 m, beyond upto 125 m, beyond and upto 170 m,
beyond and upto 215 m, beyond and upto 250 m and
beyond and upto 310 m respectively.

Colour Light Signals With Route Indicators



With OTHER THAN HORIZONTAL route indicator.

 The minimum setting distance of structures before the
signals shall 3.80, 3.55, 3.35, 3.20 and 3.05 m for distances
upto 70m, beyond and upto 130m, beyond and upto 170m,
beyond and upto 215m and beyond and upto 280m
respectively.

 Setting distance may be reduced for starter signals of loop
lines and yard lines.



Signals without route indicators

 No overhead equipment structure should as far as possible

be located in the same lane as signals for a distance of at

least 600m before a signal.

Colour Light Signals Located Between Tracks



 Drop arms of portals should also not normally be located in
the lane where signals are located at least for a distance of
600 m before the signal. Where this is not possible for any
reason, the signal should be mounted on an offset bracket.
In addition, a special study should be made in each such
case in respect of three drop arms before the signal to see
whether the drop arms can be offset from the centre line of
the lane in a direction opposite to the arms. Reduction in
the signal height must also be examined.



Signals with route indicators

 The principles mentioned in the preceding paras should be
observed in this case also.

 No part of a colour light signal without a route indicator
should as far as possible be higher than 5.2 m above rail
level. Great care must be exercised in deciding the location
of the colour light signals with route indicators so that the
necessary minimum clearances are available between the
signals and live out of run wires, or pantograph sway zone.



Semaphore signals located outside the track

• The minimum setting of structures before the signal
should be 3.35, 3.20 and 3.05 m for the first, second and
next three structures respectively, starting with the first
structure from the signal.

• On signal line sections, signals (colour light as well as
semaphore) must, as far as possible, be located on the side
of the track opposite the overhead equipment structure.



 The setting distance of masts on piers of bridges will
be as large as possible and indicated by the Railway.

 The setting of masts located near theoretical centers of
turn-outs and diamond crossings shall be 3.0 m form
the nearest track.



 Wherever portals are proposed to be used, they shall be
selected with standard clear spans (distance between face
of the uprights). For this purpose the clear span for any
location obtained by adding the proposed setting of the
two columns to the centre-to-centre distances of the
tracks spanned by the portal shall be rounded off to the
next higher standard span. The setting of the uprights of
the portal shall then be adjusted to suit the standard span
selected with a minimum setting distance.







 Turn out is a mechanical installation which enables
railway trains to guided from one track to another.

 Combination of stock rail, tounge rail from a switch
or a set of switch is called “POINT”.

 A cross over is a pair of switches that connects
parallel rail tracks, allowing a train on one track to
cross over to the other.



TURN-OUTS AND CROSS-OVERS



Arrangement of OHE at Turn Over



CROSS OVER &TURN OUT

SPEED LIMIT UP TO 25 KMPH



CROSS OVER &TURN OUT

SPEED LIMIT UP TO 15 KMPH



 Track separation: Horizontal distance between main
line rail and turn out / cross over rail.

 Obligatory Structure: a mast holds both OHE‟s i.e.
main line & turn out. Location of the obligatory mast
should be between 150mm-700mm track separation.
Implantation of this mast should not be less than 3.0M.

 Overleaping Zone: From obligatory structure to towards
termination; Zone having parallel running of OHE‟s of
Main line & turn out , is called Overlaping zone.



 Danger Zone: Zone of 10 meter length from
obligatory structure to towards turn out, is called
danger Zone.

 Point of Take OFF.: When a pantograph of a train
moves from main line to turn out; a point occures
where it leaves the main line & negotiates turn out
OHE for further movement; is called POINT OF
TAKE OFF.



CROSS OVER &TURN OUT



Point Of Take On: When a pantograph of a train moves
from turn out to main line, a point occurs where it pick
up the main line OHE & negotiates the main line OHE
for further movement on mainline, is called Point Of
Take On.

CROSS OVER &TURN OUT





Measurement of Track separation





 Turnout span should not be more than 54 M.

 If height of main line contact wire at obligatory
structure is „H „ Meter, than height of turn out /
cross over wire should be H+50mm.

 This difference of height of main line & cross over
contact wire should be maintained in overlaping
and danger zone also.

 Stagger of main line should be +/- 200mm.

5- Stagger of turn out/cross over contact wire should



 Turnout span should not be more than 54 M.

 If height of main line contact wire at obligatory
structure is „H „ Meter, than height of turn out/ cross
over wire should be H+50mm.

 This difference of height of main line & cross over
contact wire should be maintained in overlapping
and danger zone also.

 Stagger of main line should be +/- 200mm.



 Stagger of turn out/cross over contact wire should be
+/- 300mm.

 When pantograph moves from main line to turnout ,
Point of take off should be between 650-720mm.

 When pantograph moves from turn out to main line,
point of take ON should be between 650-720mm.

 Implantation of obligatory structure should be 3.0M



 Location of G jumper should be 5.6 M away from
obligatory structure , in overlapping zone.

 Length of G jumper should be sufficient i.e. 4 M.

 When a pantograph moves on main line, it should
not touch to cross over wire.



 The equipment at points and crossings should
preferably be of the overlap type. In unavoidable
circumstances it may be of crossed type.

 The general arrangement of regulated overhead
equipment of turnouts and crossovers is shown in
RDSO‟s Drg. No.ETI/OHE/G/02141, Mod-C and
02151, Mod-C. For high speed running, the overlap
type equipment should be provided.



 The general arrangement of unregulated overhead
equipment at turnouts and cross-overs is shown in
Drg No. ETI/OHE/G/03151 and 03152, Sheet 1 & 2.



 For equipping the turnouts for high speed running, a
structure is located near the centre of the turnout and
the contact wire of the secondary track is raised in one
or more spans (exclusive of the anchor span) after the
centre of the turn out, before it is anchored. A cross
over is equipped in the same manner as two ordinary
turnouts (overlaps type overhead equipment at turnout
taking off from main line shall be provided.



 A diamond crossing with or without slips is equipped
as two turnout, the turnout centers being coincident.
The mast located near the common centre is therefore
equipped with three bracket assemblies (refer
RDSO‟s Drg.No.ETI/OHE/G/02151)



The three main types of OHE for wiring of turnout 
& cross over are:

1- Over lap type

2- Cross type

3- Knuckle type





 This is used on main tracks where putting permanent
speed restriction is undesirable . In this type of
equipment, the contact wires for main line and
turnout tracks are run along each-other for some
distance before the contact wire of turnout is raised
for anchoring.

 Two contact wires never cross each-other.



 The contact wire of turnout OHE is lifted in one span
and anchored in the other span.

 Height of turn out contact wire should be 50mm
more than main line OHE at obligatory structure.





 In this type of equipment the contact wire of turn out crosses
the contact wire of the main tracks .It is placed just above the
contact wire of main track . The crossing of contact wire
provides a hard spot for the pantograph, which is undesirable
at high speed, therefore these are employed for low speed and
as far as possible this should be avoided on main lines.

 The crossed type equipment for turnouts is normally
adopted on secondary tracks but may be used on
main tracks, where speeds are less than 100 km/h.



 The overhead equipment of the secondary track normally
crosses the overhead equipment of the main track or does
not have any overlapping span before anchorage. The two
contact! Wires are clamped together to prevent relative
vertical displacement. For this type of equipment, no
support is necessary near the centre of turnout.

 In case of diamond crossings with double slips, if crossed
type equipment is provided, doubling of contact wire is
necessary (See Drg. No. ETI/OHE/G/ 03152, Sheet 2).
Doubling of contact wire is, however, not essential in case
of diamond crossings with single slip. In either case, no
mast is necessary at the centre of the crossings.



 Crossing of contact wires provides a hard point for the
pantograph, which is undesirable for high speeds as it
causes sparking during contact. Speed has therefore to be
restricted while negotiating/passing this point.

 Imposing speed restrictions on fast tracks is undesirable
therefore for main tracks, overlap of knuckle type
equipment is a must. The contact wires for the main and
turnout run along each other for some distance before the
contact wire of the turnout is lifted for anchoring, the two
contact wires never cross each other if both wires can
touch the pantograph simultaneously. The contact of
turnout is lifted in one span and anchored in the next span.



 On the double bracket structure at the turnout the
contact wire of the turnout is kept 50 mm above that
of the contact wire of main track. Since there is no
crossing of contact wires in mid span it is obligatory
to locate a double bracket structure within a certain
limit of the theoretical centre of the turnout to ensure
proper contact for pantograph negotiating the turnout.





 This type of cross over may be used where

adequate track separation is not available and

knuckle may be used as obligatory structure the

knuckle type of equipment also provided for direct

anchoring of OHE in one.



It's horizontal length  is 380mm. 
It holds both contact wire.





 Provided that all other points are satisfied, the

obligatory structure should be located between points

where separation between the main and the turnout

track centers are 700 and 150 mm. The ideal location

of obligatory structure is within 2 m on either side of

theoretical centre of turn out.



 The considerations for fixing the location of the
obligatory structure are as follows:

• For locating a structure as far as possible towards
the nose of turnout: For a good design of run of
contact wires, the pantograph of a loco on the
turnout must make successful contact with both
the contact wires at structure. Since half width of
wearing surface of pantograph is 520 mm, it will
be quite satisfactory if the contact wire of the
main track is located at a point 500 mm from the
centre of line of the pantograph.



• If a stagger of 200 mm is given to the contact
wire of the main track towards the turnout and a
stagger of 300 mm is given to the contact wire of
turnout towards main track, therefore at this
location the track separation is 700 mm.



 For determining the limit to which the obligatory
structure should be located towards the toe:
Consider a stagger of 200 mm away from the
turnout is given to the contact wire of main track
and a maximum stagger of 300 mm to contact wire
of the turnout towards main (this is necessary from
considerations of versine on turnout). Ensuring a
minimum gap of 50 mm between the two contact
wires at the point, the track centres work out to 150
mm (min.)



 It is therefore, evident that if other requirements are
met, structures can be successfully located anywhere
between the point where track separation is 700 mm
and the point where separation is 150 mm.



It can be summarized that

• Location of double bracket structure should remain
within permissible zone of track separation i.e. 150
mm to 700 mm.

• Location and stagger at section insulator should
remain within specified limits.

• mid-spans staggers and staggers adopted at adjacent
structures should remain within specified limits.



Turnouts to a parallel straight track

• In Figure if, the first structure S1 on turnout falls on
the straight line between the two reverse curves, the
stagger on this structure must be kept zero. Section
insulator can be located near to this structure. Next
structure at T1 must be kept near enough so that the
versine between S1 and T1 is within permissible
limits.
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O    THEORITICAL CENTRE OF TURNOUT

A    LOCATION ON CENTRE LINE OF MAIN TRACK WHERE TRACK SEPERATION      0.15m.

B    LOCATION ON CENTRE LINE OF MAIN TRACK WHERE TRACK SEPERATION      0.70m.

X    LOCATION ON CENTRE LINE OF MAIN TRACK WHERE TRACK SEPERATION      0.45m.

C    LOCATION ON CENTRE LINE OF MAIN TRACK WHERE TRACK SEPERATION      1.45m.

D    LOCATION ON CENTRE LINE OF MAIN TRACK WHERE TRACK SEPERATION      1.65m.



 This is uneconomical use of structure since the spans
are very short. However, this may be inescapable for
a number of 1 in 16 and 1 in 20 turnouts being
proposed now in a number of yards. With higher
numbered turnouts, therefore, obligatory turnouts
should be erected as far as possible at the points
where track separations are large, so that the next
support falls on the reverse curve and the straight
portion of track in between in skipped enabling
adoption of larger spans.



 However, with turnouts of smaller number e.g. 1 in
12 and 1 in 8 ½ as the total length of the turnout is
short, it is possible to locate structures on the reverse
curve or straight line portion of the track beyond,
without limiting the preferable zone of locations of
structures at point where track separations are large.



 For the turnouts of smaller numbers it is particularly
seen that if a structure is placed at a location where
track separation is large, the location falls very near
to nose and hence is near the straight portion of the
track. In order to prevent the mid-span staggers from
exceeding the limits prescribed, it is found that
stagger of the turnout contact wire has to be
considerably less than the desired 200 m.



 Thus at the location of this obligatory structure the
turnout overhead equipment is considerably far away
from the contact wire of the main line and the
pantograph of the locomotive on turnout at this point
may not make positive contact with contact wire of
main line. This is not desirable. It therefore, becomes
necessary to limit the preferable zone of locations of
structure at points where track separation is
considerably less than 700 mm laid down earlier.
These preferable zones of obligatory structure
locations are again different for different turnouts.



• Considerations for preferable locations of obligatory
structures at crossovers are somewhat different from
those of wiring simple turnouts.

• A section insulator has also to be installed in the cross
over OHE where the track separation is 1.65 m as
shown in Fig.
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 The span adopted for the cross over and the location of
structures chosen should also be such that without
exceeding the normal encumbrance of 1.4 m the location of
section insulator is possible in this zone. To enable this to
be done, it is found that the masts must as far as possible be
towards the nose of the crossing i.e. at locations where
track separations are large.

 To avoid exceeding mid-span staggers prescribed, it
becomes necessary to arrange structures in such a way that
they are approximately symmetrical about the cross over so
that both the cross over structures are as far as possible at
the same distance from the toes of respective turnout
switches.



 Thus in order to choose ideal locations for obligatory
structures at crossovers correct procedure is : (refer
to Fig.)

• Find OC for the particular turnout number.

• Find out distance OO‟

• Check whether a section insulator is permissible at
distance OO‟

• If the span in 3 above is not possible, check as to how
near one can approach the nose of both the crossings
so that provison of section insulator is possible
beyond O for the reduced span.



 The best location for the first turnout structure
specially with BG 1 in 12 turnout is one as near as
feasible, towards the nose.

 These points however have to be disregarded in case
of 1 in 20 and 1 in 16 crossovers. In these cases the
angle of crossing is so small that OO‟ is too large to
be crossed by one span specially if a section
insulator has also to be installed.



 An intermediate support near about the centre of the
cross over becomes obligatory. As no space between
main track and cross over track at this point is
available the equipment has to be supported by
means of a portal with special drop arm for the cross
over overhead equipment so that the bracket
assembly or drop arms do not infringe the swept
zone of pantograph on main line.



 A bracket assembly suitable for this intermediate
support and the special drop arm for portal is shown
in RDSO drawing No. ETI/OHE/G/02108, Mod-A.
It should be noted that the normal encumbrance of
1.4 m is not available at this structure. Hence the
distance of the section insulator from support has to
be checked by calculation to ensure that a minimum
dropper of 450 mm at the section insulator is
available. This, however, will not present any
difficulty as the section insulator can be erected as
close as possible to the support.







 Minimum clearance between live control equipments and
such earthed structure/live parts of different elementary
sections where men are required to work.

 Working clearance shall be 2 meters,

 Where the clearance is not obtained the structure shall be
protected by earthed metallic screens and prescribed
warning boards.



CLEARANCE

CLEARACE UNDER FOOT OVER BRIDGE



Type of clearance Vertical Horizontal
Long Duration 250 mm 250 mm
Short Duration 200 mm 200 mm

 Electrical Clearance means the distance in air between live
equipment and the nearest earthed part.

 The clearance between 25kv live parts and earthed parts of
fixed structure or moving load shall be as large as possible.
The electrical clearances to be maintained under worst
condition of temperature, winds are as below.



 If the OHE construction as well as the tunnels and over line
structures are not modified subsequent to the
electrification, the clearances provided at the time of
erection will remain unaltered.

 It is, however, important to check the clearances during the
annual maintenance, compare the values given in as erected
and take corrective action as required.



 Where a 25 kV feeder crosses overhead equipment

belonging to a different elementary electrical section, the

clearance between the feeder and the overhead equipment

shall not be less than two meters under any conditions.



 Normally, no feeder should be erected over huts, cabins,
platforms shed or other covered structures. If unavoidable
the clearance between the highest point of a covered
structure and a 25 kV feeder passing over it shall be 2 m
under all conditions.



 In the case of a 25 kV feeder passing over an over-line
structures which is not covered, a suitable metallic screen
shall be provided on the structure underneath the feeder.
The clearance between the feeder and the highest point of
the screen shall be adequate.

 A clearance of 2 m is desirable between the 25 kV feeder
and any part of an earthed structure for facilitating
maintenance work on the structure.









 This Code shall apply to 25 kV. a.c. 50 Hz single

phase traction system and covers the requirements

for bonding and earthing of overhead equipment

masts, structures and associated rails of railway

track.



 "Bond" means an electrical connection between two or
more conductors or non-current carrying metallic parts of
traction masts or structures or supports and rails.

 The following terms wherever appearing in this Code shall,
unless excluded by or repugnant to the context, have the
meaning attributed there to and apply as follows:



Structure Bond



M S Flat 40 x 6 mm





 "Cross-bond" means a bond between two rails of

a track or two rails of adjacent tracks. It Is also

called a 'transverse bond'.



Cross bond



 “Continuity bond” means a bond used for
maintaining continuity of the rail circuit at
crossings and junctions.



Continuity Bond



Return current Rail

Return current Rail
Continuity Bond

Cross Bond

Glued joint

Glued joint

Structure Bond



 "Earth wire" means a conductor run on traction masts
or structures or supports and bonded to their metallic
parts/supports and connected to earth.

 "Earth" means a connection to the general mass of
earth by means of an earth electrode.

 An object is said to be 'earthed' when it is electrically
connected to an earth electrode, and the object is said
to be 'solidly earthed' when it Is electrically
connected to an earth electrode without intentional
addition of resistance or impedance in the earth
connection.



 The resistance of the earth electrode shall not exceed
10-Ohm.

 "Earth electrode" means a metal plate or pipe or any
other conductor electrically connected to the general
mass of the earth.

 "Impedance-bond" is a bond, Installed by the S&T
Department, which provides a low impedance path
for the traction return current and a relatively high
impedance path for track circuit current.



 "Rail-bond" means an electrical connection across a
rail joint between consecutive lengths of rails. It is
also called a 'Longitudinal bond'.

 "Rail length" means a continuous length of rail with
or without welded joints but with no fish plate joints.

 "Structure bond" means a bond connecting the non
current carrying metallic parts of a traction mast or
structure or support to the traction rail.



 "Signal bond" means an electrical connection across a
rail joint, provided by the S&T Department, to
facilitate flow of track circuit current.

 "Short direct connection" means a connection for
electrical continuity, which shall be of the shortest
possible length with minimum bends.

 "Traction rail" means a non-track-circuited rail of a
wired track, not required for signaling purposes and
which may be earthed. In non-track-circuited sections,
both the rails of wired track are traction rails and in
single rail-track-circuited sections, the traction rail is
the non-track-circuited rail.



 "Welded bond" means a bond which is made of
standard copper conductors with M.S. ferrules at
either end, pressed on the conductors and bent to
shape.

 "Wired track" means a track provided with 25 kV,
a.c. 50 Hz single phase overhead equipment.



 In the case of 25 kV, a.c. 50 Hz single phase traction
system, the traction current is drawn from the overhead
equipment by the electric rolling stock, operating in a
section and passes through the traction rail.

 The return current flows mostly through the earth
leaving the traction rail except in a zone extending over
a few hundred metres on both sides of the electric
rolling stock in operation in the section or in the
vicinity of a feeding station and returns to the traction
sub-station.



 Bonding of all rails is, therefore, not absolutely essential
unlike in the case of d.c. traction where practically the
whole traction return current flows through the rail and
hence bonding of rails is essential.

 However bonding of rail facilitates passage of the traction
return current from the earth to the traction rails which are
connected to the rail to earth and vice versa and is,
therefore, provided in the vicinity of traction substation-
feeding posts where the traction return current has to flow
back from the earth to the traction rails with are connected
to the earthed leg of the traction transformer at the sub-
station, through a buried rail opposite the feeding post.



 Bonding of rails also ensures the spread of flow of
return current into the earth and, therefore, reduces the
voltage between rail and earth. So bonding of rails is
done wherever it is essential to keep the rail voltage
low to ensure safety of personnel.

 The traction rail of a wired track when bonded or laid
on metallic sleepers provides generally an earth better
than an earthing station with earth electrode. If,
therefore, any non-current carrying part of an
equipment or metallic structure is required to be
earthed, it shall ordinarily be connected to a traction
rail.



In sections equipped with single rail-track circuits, the
traction rail shall be bonded to ensure that:

i) The ac voltage drop along its length is reduced so as
to minimize the risk of ac voltage being applied to the
track relays

ii) As low a resistance path as possible is provided both
for traction return as well as signaling currents as fish
plate joints cannot be relied upon for low resistance.



 In sections with double rail-track-circuits, both rails
are longitudinally bonded to ensure a low resistance
path for traction return and signaling currents; and
also to distribute the return current more evenly in
both the rails. Impedance bonds are installed at
insulated joints to provide a continuous path to the
traction return current. All track-circuited-rails are, in
addition, provided with signal bonds.



• All non-current carrying metallic parts of traction
masts or structures or supports or metallic parts of
concrete/ wooden masts, supporting the traction
overhead equipment shall be connected by means of a
structure bond to the nearest traction rail or to an
earth wire run on the traction masts/ structures/
supports or to an earth.



• In the case of a portal structure, only one leg of the
portal shall be provided with the structure bond,
whereas for head span masts, each mast of the head
span shall be bonded to the traction rail nearest to it.

• Where traction masts or structures or supports are
located on railway platforms and are bonded to the
nearest traction rail, a cross-bond shall be provided at
the location of the structure-bond to connect the rail
to the adjacent traction rail.



 In station yards or elsewhere, where a track is not
wired for its entire length, it shall be deemed to be
wired for a distance of upto 50 metres beyond the
traction mast at which the overhead equipment has
been terminated. Rail-bond and one cross-bond shall
be provided for a distance of upto 50 metres beyond
the last traction mast.



 All types of bond i.e. rail-bond, cross-bond and
structure-bond shall be of mild steel of not less than
200 sq.mm cross sectional area.

 A structure-bond shall be rigidly connected by
means of galvanized steel fasteners to the traction
rail and the metallic part of traction mast or
structure or support.



 A rail-bond shall be rigidly connected by means of
galvanized steel fasteners longitudinally across the
fish plate joint of the traction rail and the track-
circuited-rail in a track circuited section except at the
insulated joint of the track circuited rail.

 A cross-bond shall be rigidly connected by means of
galvanised steel fasteners between two traction rails
of a track or non-track-circuited rails of an adjacent
track.



 Where it is not possible to provide a rail-bond a welded
bond shall be used. The bond shall be connected to the
rails by electric or gas welding.

 The bond for connecting return conductor to the traction
rail through the buried rail shall normally be made with
GI nuts and bolts with spring washer and check nuts.

 The cross-section of an earth wire used for bonding
traction masts or structures or supports or the metallic
parts supporting the traction overhead equipment in a
tunnel or in double rail-track-circuited section shall be
not less than 50 sq.mm copper equivalent.



 The traction rail in a single rail-track-circuited

section shall be provided with rail-bonds not only

over the entire length upto which the track circuited

rail exists but also for a distance of '50m on both

sides of the track circuited length‟.



 In addition, the traction rail shall be cross-bonded to
the traction rails, if any, of adjacent tracks wherever
they exist at intervals of not less than 100 m. The
traction rails of such adjacent tracks shall also be
provided with rail-bonds over the entire length of the
track circuits and for further 50 m on both sides.

 In case the length of a track-circuited rail is not more
than 350 m, a cross bond shall be provided between
the rails of the track immediately outside the track
circuited length at both of its end.



 In single line section, whether or not doubling of the
section is foreseen in the future, single rail-track-
circuit is provided, the non-track-circuited rail shall
be provided with rail-bonds over the entire length and
for a further 50 metre on both sides. It shall also be
connected to an earth at distances not exceeding 100
m from each other. The connections of the non-track-
circuited rail to each of the earths shall be made by
two separate mild steel strips/flats each of cross-
section not less than 200 mm2. The need for
providing an earth wire is thus obviated.



 In a double rail-track-circuited section, both the rails
shall be provided with rail-bonds. At insulated joints
of the double rail-track-circuit an impedance bond
shall be provided. Since no traction rail is available
for structure bonding, an earth wire shall be run on
the traction mast or structure or support.



 In case, the length of the earth wire exceeds 1000 m
it shall be made electrically discontinuous by
providing a cut-in-insulator, so that no section of the
earth wire is greater than 1000 m electrically. Each
such section of the earth wire shall be connected to
an earth at two traction masts or structures or
supports at a distance not exceeding 500 m .

 No cross-bond shall be provided between the rails of
the same track or between the rails of different
tracks in a double rail-track-circuited section.



 Commencing opposite to a traction sub-

station/feeding post, all the traction rails shall be

provided with rail-bonds for a distance of 1000 metre

on either side of the traction sub-station/feeding post.

In addition, these traction rails shall be cross-bonded

at approximate distances of 300, 500, 700 and 1000 m

from the traction sub-station/feeding post.



 A wired track shall be deemed to be on wooden or

concrete sleepers if there are not more than six

metallic sleepers in any length of track not exceeding

350 m. The traction rails of such a track shall be

provided with cross-bonds at distances of not more

than 350 m apart. No rail-bonds shall be provided.



 All traction rails of loco shed and loco/EMU stabling
sidings shall be provided with cross-bonds at
distances of not more than 100 m apart. Further; all
sidings and/or dead ends, whether wired or not, shall
be connected by rail bonds. The rails on wooden or
concrete sleepers/supports in loco/EMU inspection
pits shall be provided with rail-bonds for the entire
length of the pit and also up to a length of 50 m on
both sides and connected to an earth.



 In a tunnel all the traction rails shall be provided

with rail-bonds not only over the entire length inside

the tunnel but also for a length of 50 m on both

sides outside the tunnel. Besides, a cross-bond shall

be provided between the traction rails at either ends

of tunnel.



 Both the rails of a wired track on a weigh-bridge

shall be provided with rail-bonds for a length of up

to 50 m on both sides of the weight-bridge; if the

rails are on wooden or concrete sleepers/supports,

they shall be connected to an earth.



 All the traction rails shall be provided with cross-

bonds at only one location which shall be within 5

m from either of the transverse edges of the level

crossing.



1. Unwired sidings leading to a oil depot or installation

shall be provided with duplicate insulated block

joints as near as possible to the turn-out from the

main track from which they take-off and before entry

into the oil depot or installation.



2. Where a siding or a secondary loop line is to be wired to
serve the purpose of loading and unloading of petroleum
products, the arrangements to be made and precautions to
be taken are:

i) A neutral zone shall be set up at either end of the length of the
siding or secondary loop line over which the vehicles containing
the petroleum products are to be berthed and loaded/unloaded.
The neutral zone is created both in the track as well as in the
traction overhead equipment (OHE) by provision of insulating
joints and section insulators with isolators as done for
locomotive inspection pits respectively. The neutral zone is to
ensure that the rest of the rail network is kept isolated when the
loading/unloading operations are in progress so as to avoid
propagation of stray currents.




